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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

According to U.S. Surgeon General Dr. Vivek Murthy, if you’ve already recovered from a bout of

COVID-19, the full-spectrum immunity mounted by your body may not be enough to prevent

reinfection with the Delta variant, so your best bet is to get the COVID shot. Mid-August 2021 he

told CNN:

“… what we've understood, actually, from the studies about natural immunity, we are seeing

more and more data that tells us that while you get some protection from natural infection,

it's not nearly as strong as what you get from the vaccine, especially with the Delta variant,

which is the hardiest and most contagious variant we've seen to date. We need all the

protection that we can get. That's why the vaccines are so effective."

Data Analysis Claims Unvaccinated More Prone to Reinfection

August 6, 2021, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention published a case control

study  claiming that unvaccinated people are “more than twice as likely to be reinfected with

COVID-19 than those who were fully vaccinated after initially contracting the virus.”

The study used data reported to Kentucky’s National Electronic Disease Surveillance System

(NEDSS) to assess SARS-CoV-2 reinfection rates in Kentucky during May through June 2021 among

those who’d had conZrmed SARS-CoV-2 infection between March and December 2020.

The NEDSS data were then imported into a REDCap database that tracks new COVID-19 cases. A

case-patient was deZned as a resident with laboratory-conZrmed SARS-CoV-2 infection in 2020 and

a subsequent positive test result during May 1, 2021, through June 30, 2021.

Vaccination status was determined using data from the Kentucky Immunization Registry. Patients

were considered fully vaccinated if a single dose of Johnson & Johnson or a second dose of an

mRNA vaccine (PZzer or Moderna) had been administered at least 14 days before reinfection.

Compared to fully vaccinated residents, unvaccinated residents were 2.34 times more likely to test

positive for SARS-CoV-2 reinfection.

The Obvious Flaw in CDC’s Study

The elephant in the room, however, is the absence of actual symptomatic illness. The study only

looked at positive test results, and we do not know whether more vaccinated people were

symptomatic than the unvaccinated, or vice versa.

As has been explained many times before, a positive test result is not the same as active infection.

A person with natural immunity may be re-exposed to the virus, and traces of it may show upon

testing, but their immune system has effectively killed the virus and prevented illness.

So, merely looking at positive test results is not the best way to ascertain whether the COVID jab

actually provides better protection than natural immunity. And there are many reasons to suspect

that it does not.

Other Shortcomings

The study authors also admit there are several other limitations to the Zndings, including the

following:

“First, reinfection was not conArmed through whole genome sequencing, which would be

necessary to deAnitively prove that the reinfection was caused from a distinct virus relative

to the Arst infection …

Second, persons who have been vaccinated are possibly less likely to get tested. Therefore,

the association of reinfection and lack of vaccination might be overestimated. Third,

vaccine doses administered at federal or out-of-state sites are not typically entered in KYIR,

so vaccination data are possibly missing for some persons in these analyses …

Fourth, although case-patients and controls were matched based on age, sex, and date of

initial infection, other unknown confounders might be present. Finally, this is a

retrospective study design using data from a single state during a 2-month period;

therefore, these Andings cannot be used to infer causation.”

It is correct that association does not equate to causation, and we’ve been repeatedly told to

dismiss Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) data for this very reason. Perhaps the

same standard should be applied to this CDC investigation, as it tells us very little about the actual

risk associated with reinfection.

For all we know, those with natural immunity tested positive for reinfection but had no symptoms,

while vaccinated people tested positive and were actually ill. Which, in that case, would be the

preferable outcome?

Hospitalization and Mortality Rates Are a Better Gauge

A far better gauge of how well the COVID jabs are working would be serious infection,

hospitalization and death rates, and when we look at those, a different picture emerges.

In Israel, where vaccine uptake has been very high due to restrictions on freedom for those who

don’t comply,  data show those who have received the COVID jab are 6.72 times more likely to get

infected than people who have recovered from natural infection.

That too refers to test results, so let’s look at hospitalization rates instead. Here, we Znd a majority

of serious cases and deaths are in fact occurring among those injected with two doses.

The following is a screenshot of graphs posted on Twitter.  The red is unvaccinated, yellow refers to

partially “vaccinated” and green fully “vaccinated” with two doses. The charts speak for

themselves.

Do not be deceived by claims that unvaccinated patients make up 99% of COVID-19 deaths and

95% of COVID-related hospitalizations in the United States.

These statistics were manufactured by looking at hospitalization and mortality data from January

through June 2021 — a time frame when COVID jab rates were low. January 1, 2021, only 0.5% of

the U.S. population had received a COVID shot so, clearly, unvaccinated made up the bulk of COVID-

related hospitalizations last winter. By mid-April, an estimated 31% had received one or more

shots,  and as of June 30, just 46.9% were “fully vaccinated.”

Why COVID Shot Cannot End COVID Outbreaks

Overall, it doesn’t appear as though COVID-19 gene modiZcation injections have the ability to

effectively eliminate COVID-19 outbreaks, and this makes sense, seeing how it’s mathematically

impossible for them to do so.

“ Since the absolute risk that needs to be
overcome is lower than the absolute risk reduction
these injections can provide, mass vaccination
simply cannot have a favorable impact, even with a
vaccination rate of 100%.”

The four available COVID shots in the U.S. provide an absolute risk reduction between just 0.7% and

1.3%.  (Eicacy rates of 67% to 95% all refer to the relative risk reduction.) Meanwhile, the

noninstitutionalized infection fatality ratio across age groups is a mere 0.26%.

Since the absolute risk that needs to be overcome is lower than the absolute risk reduction these

injections can provide, mass vaccination simply cannot have a favorable impact, even with a

vaccination rate of 100%.

Don’t believe it? There’s proof. July 14, 2021, BBC News reported  there’d been an outbreak on the

British Defense aircraft carrier HMS Queen Elizabeth. Despite the entire crew being fully injected,

100 crew members tested positive. (It’s unclear whether any of them actually had symptoms.)

The recent outbreak onboard a Carnival cruise line ship is another example. All crew and

passengers had presented proof of being jabbed, yet that didn’t prevent an outbreak from taking

place.

The reason is very simple. Just as we have been telling you from the beginning, the shot does not

prevent you from getting infected with the virus or spreading it around. “Vaccinated” individuals

have actually been shown to be just as infectious as unvaccinated people. Even if they have fewer

or milder symptoms, their viral load is just as great when infected, according to the CDC.

There’s No Control Group to Compare Against Anymore

For some reason, government leaders and health oicials want a needle in every arm, and they

don’t care what the side effects of the shots might be. This is evident by the fact that we now have

tens of thousands of reported deaths (according to one whistleblower, 45,000 deaths have

occurred within three days of injection ) and well over half a million injury reports following

COVID “vaccination,”  yet no action is taken to slow down or halt the campaign.

Historically, mass vaccination campaigns have been halted and drugs withdrawn after 25 to 50

deaths (depending on the product). We’re so far past that now, one wonders if there actually is a

threshold at which authorities will take action to protect the public from unnecessary medical injury

and death.

VAERS is tricky to maneuver, so the easiest way to get a glimpse into the current status is to go to

OpenVAERS.com, where you get a simple summary breakdown of current COVID-related reports.

Equally telling is the fact that all control groups have been eliminated from the still-ongoing

injection trials,  with full support from a World Health Organization Expert Working Group  so, in

the end, we’ll have no way of really evaluating side effects.

This is the perfect way to hide the truth about these shots, and it violates the very basics of what a

safety trial has always been required to have. You simply must incorporate a control group to

compare the effects of the drug against in the long term, otherwise you will have no clue as to what

complications have arisen.

Safety evaluations have also been intentionally undermined by the U.S. Food and Drug

Administration, which chose not to require vaccine makers to implement robust post-injection data

collection and follow-up on the general public.

On top of that, the trials also do not appear to have oversight boards, which is standard practice for

all human clinical trials. There’s no Data Safety Monitoring Board, no Clinical Event Committee and

no Clinical Ethics Committee. How could this be?

If vaccine makers simply forgot to follow standard practices, it would mean we’re dealing with a

truly staggering level of incompetence, as all COVID jab developers have made the same mistake.

Which might be worse in this case? Intentional negligence or unintentional incompetence?

COVID-19 Shots Confer Narrow Immunity

Getting back to the issue of whether the COVID jab actually confers better protection against SARS-

CoV-2 and its variants, this is highly unlikely seeing how the shot confers a very narrow and speciZc

kind of protection, whereas natural immunity is broad.

When it comes to SARS-CoV-2 — which is clearly a genetically manipulated virus designed to attack

your cardiovascular system and basic immune function — the spike protein is the most dangerous

part and acts as a toxin in and of itself. This is why the spike protein was chosen as the antigen in

these shots, but it’s also why so many are having side effects from them.

When you get a COVID shot, your body is instructed to manufacture the spike protein. In response,

your body then produces antibodies against that spike protein. Those antibodies recognize only the

spike protein and not other parts of the virus.

When you recover from a natural infection, your body has antibodies against all parts of the virus,

so the spike protein plus four other proteins. In addition to that, you have memory T cells, which

appear even more important than antibodies when it comes to battling viruses.

Does it make sense that one type of antibody would be more effective against a virus that may have

mutated one or more of its proteins? Or is it more likely that having several types of antibodies plus

memory T cells will offer greater protection?

If you pay attention, you will Znd that no one ever offers a sensible explanation as to why a single

anti-spike antibody would be better than T cells and antibodies against all parts of the virus.

Natural Immunity Is Robust and Long-Lasting

Many studies have been published demonstrating that natural immunity against SARS-CoV-2 is

both robust and long-lasting. For example, a May 2020 study  found 70% of samples from

patients who had recovered from mild cases of COVID-19 had resistance to SARS-CoV-2 on the T-

cell level.

Interestingly, 40% to 60% of people who had not been exposed to SARS-CoV-2 also had resistance

to the virus on the T-cell level. According to the authors, this suggests there’s “cross-reactive T cell

recognition between circulating ‘common cold’ coronaviruses and SARS-CoV-2.”

A German paper  came to a similar conclusion. Here, they found helper T cells that targeted the

SARS-CoV-2 spike protein in 15 of 18 patients hospitalized with COVID-19. Yet another study,

this one by Singaporean researchers, found common colds caused by the betacoronaviruses OC43

and HKU1 might make you more resistant to SARS-CoV-2 infection.

What’s more, they found that patients who became infected with the original SARS virus back in

2003 still had memory T cell immunity against SARS-CoV-2, despite the virus being only 80%

similar. This study suggests natural immunity is likely to last decades, not months, like the COVID

shot.

Unvaccinated Falsely Accused of Being ‘Disease Factories’

While mainstream media are now pushing the idea that those who refuse the COVID shot are to

blame for the emergence of SARS-CoV-2 variants, a number of health experts have warned that the

complete opposite scenario would occur — that mass injections, causing a very narrow band of

antibodies, will force more rapid mutations of the virus.

A general principle in biology, vaccinology and microbiology is that if you put living organisms like

bacteria or viruses under pressure, via antibiotics or antibodies, for example, but don’t kill them off

completely, you can inadvertently encourage their mutation into more virulent strains. Those that

escape your immune system end up surviving and selecting mutations to ensure their further

survival.

If an individual who does not have a narrow band of antibodies becomes infected, then, if mutation

does occur, it’s far less likely to result in a more aggressive virus. So, while mutation can occur in

both vaccinated and unvaccinated people, vaccinated individuals are actually far more likely to

pressure the virus into a mutation that strengthens it and makes it more dangerous.

CDC Misrepresents Data to Push Jab on Those With Immunity

So far, the CDC has refused to change its stance on the matter. Instead, oicials at the agency

seem to have doubled down and actually go out of their way to misrepresent data in an effort to

harass those with natural immunity to inappropriately take the jab, which is clinically unnecessary

and potentially dangerous.

In a report issued by the CDC’s Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) December

18, 2020, the PZzer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine was said to have “consistent high eicacy” of 92%

or more among persons with underlying medical conditions as well as among participants with

evidence of previous SARS-CoV-2 infection.

After looking at the PZzer trial data, Rep. Thomas Massie — a Republican Congressman for

Kentucky and an award-winning scientist — discovered that’s completely wrong. In a January 30,

2021, Full Measure report, investigative journalist Sharyl Attkisson described how Massie tried, in

vain, to get the CDC to correct its error. According to Massie:

“There is no eNcacy demonstrated in the PAzer trial among participants with evidence of

previous SARS-CoV-2 infections and actually there's no proof in the Moderna trial either … It

[the CDC report] says the exact opposite of what the data says.”

After multiple phone calls, CDC deputy director Dr. Anne Schuchat Znally acknowledged the error

and told Massie it would be Zxed. “As you note correctly, there is not suicient analysis to show

that in the subset of only the people with prior infection, there's eicacy. So, you're correct that that

sentence is wrong and that we need to make a correction of it,” Schuchat said in the recorded call.

January 29, 2021, the CDC issued its supposed correction, but rather than Zx the error, they simply

rephrased the mistake in a different way. This was the “correction” they issued:

“Consistent high eNcacy (≥92%) was observed across age, sex, race, and ethnicity

categories and among persons with underlying medical conditions. ENcacy was similarly

high in a secondary analysis including participants both with or without evidence of

previous SARS-CoV-2 infection.”

As you can see, the “correction” still misleadingly suggests that vaccination is effective for those

previously infected, even though the data showed no such thing.

I don’t know why the surgeon general insists the COVID jab offers better protection against variants

than natural immunity. I don’t see how it could. The lack of rational medical explanation is

suspicious, and perhaps that’s why 40% of the American population has yet to take the jab.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best seller. With hundreds of thousands

of copies sold, it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating so grab your copy of the #1 best-selling book on

Amazon today before Biden bans it.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

2,073 ratings

ORDER NOW
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When people ask me why I haven’t taken the vaccine, I now have a new answer… or at least something a bit more speciZc than “none of

your business.”  “Comirnaty” sealed it for me: I don’t like the names pharma contrives.  Comirnaty, remdesivir, Vioxx… who comes up with

these?  Not only do they not sound like English, they barely sound like human language, and that can’t be a good sign.  Shakespeare or

Lewis Carroll earned the right to invent words, not BioNTech or PZzer… PZzer?  Really?  Shouldn’t that “p” and “f” be chaparoned by a

responsible vowel?  I’d sooner take a drug made by Cervantes than read the stories written by PZzer… lies and deceit passed off as

science is not my favorite genre of Zction; it gets to be very formulaic.

So that’s my exemption, based on a blatant disregard for imagination on the part of pharma.  If they want to call their next jab

“Jabberwocky,” it could get my attention as a sign that something’s changed, but I make no promises to cooperate.  Unreasonable?  Yes,

and that’s the point.  We don’t need a reason at all, not even “safe ‘n effective.”  Though they keep threatening, the state and pharma have

no say in it… at least, no moral standing.  They’re not trustworthy, and even that is more explanation than they deserve.  Since when do we

have to explain ourselves to giant, felonous corporations or their captured government agencies?  When did we negotiate and agree to

their takeover of our bodily autonomy?  So I’m taking a stand on the names.  I don’t like them.  I’m not taking anything called “Comirnaty.”

 If anyone has a problem with it, well, it’s none of their business… that still holds.
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I totally agree. "Comirnaty" sounds like a villain from a Sherlock Holmes story.
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A very valid and witty reasoning, David. The independent scientists the wise. and men of honor, have all the credibility of

independent minds, who are not hypnotized by the forces of corrupt power. The pharmaceutical industry and “health” institutions

have a past of crime that has been many times subjected to the courts and convicted. People not vitiated by disinformation

propaganda believe reality. As Dr Mercola reports this is a reality, based on the effectiveness of the immune system, to achieve

natural immunity, that so many honest scientists have demonstrated throughout history, highlighting the serious effects of

vaccines: “In Israel - where data suggest those who have received the COVID jab are 6.72 times more likely to get infected than

people who have recovered from natural infection - a majority of serious cases and deaths are occurring among those injected

with two doses of PZzer's mRNA jab"

Experts argue that it is universal vaccination that is creating highly transmissible escape mutants capable of evading vaccines and

subjecting the unvaccinated to infection. www.nature.com/.../s41598-021-95025-3  Dr. Peter McCullough, board certiZed in

internal medicine, cardiovascular disease, and clinical lipidology, said in a recent podcast: “There are clearly sources of

information that suggest that once we start vaccination and get over 25% of the population, we will allow one of the variants that is

in the background emerges because it is resistant to the vaccine”.

thewhistleblowernewsroom.podbean.com/e/the-whistleblower-newsroom-vili..  PFIZER SCHEME TO CHURN OUT

‘VARIANT-SPECIFIC’ VACCINES WILL LEAD TO MORE VARIANTS, EXPERTS WARN.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pZzer-ceo-albert-bourla-variant-s..  (08/25/21)
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The FDA "approval" of PZzer's covid vaccine is a campaign based on lies and misinformation involving the media with propaganda

of corrupt science and criminal conduct at the FDA itself. By issuing two letters on Monday, the FDA actually extended the PZzer

vaccine while granting approval to a different vaccine called "Comirnaty" that does not exist on the market and is not even in

production.Big Pharma, Big Media and Big Tech are lighting up America like never before, pretending that PZzer's mRNA vaccine

has been "fully approved" by the FDA and using it as an excuse to demand full compliance with the vaccine.

We are on the verge of the spread of a pandemic of diseases and a reduction in life expectancy, through a pandemic vaccination

that will only leave deaths in the gutters, while criminals advance in the Great Reset, tyranny and the imposition of a state of

exception subject to continuous surveillance and social and economic disaster. Details on today's Brighteon podcast:

www.brighteon.com/30271ddf-2931-4142-b5c1-012c775ed8cb   The list of the "Vaccines and Related Biologics Advisory

Committee" that voted on the recent FDA / PZzer vaccine decision announced on August 24, 2021. Compiled by Gary G. Kohls. It

represented potential Convicts of Interest that perhaps should have disqualiZed the member from voting for PZzer. Some are

representatives of the industry, many are specialized or experienced in pediatrics and other probable incompatibilities.

www.fda.gov/advisory-committees/vaccines-and-related-biological-produc..
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When I heard the name my Zrst thought was Commie shot.
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Didnchya ever hear the commercial advert on the TeeVee set about the "pfabulous pfaucet with the pfunny name", made by

PZster? Or how about the now long gone replaced by a phoney money unit of  coin in German, the Pfennig? (sort of a germanised

version of our and the UK's "penny".  

Personally I dont care what they call it, nor who makes it, but as long as they are peddling a substance that permanently alters MY

OWN genetic system I'm just not gona take it. Who owns MY BODY anyway? Funny these creeps scream and holler about "a

woman's right to choose", and "my body my choice". when it comes to murdering their unborn children.  But can I stand Zrm and

say "my body my choice" when they are standing there wanting to poke a hole in my arm and squirt a permanent alteration to MY

genetic make up and processes?  Does not seem to meet with their "approval". Too bad, that's MY Zrm position.

They can play all the statistics games they care to invent, but I've also studied that science well, so am not fooled by their partial

studies, lack of controls, avoidance of double blind methodology, selecting date ranges to tilt strongly in their favour, and throw

about their $Bns as if their livelihoods depended upon coming up with "the right anwers". I think it was Sam Clemmens infamously

stated the key to this madness: there are lies, damn lies, and statistics". Here we have all three, emamatoog from the pie holes of

those determined to use OUR BODIES to enrichen their lives.
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Join the World’s #1 Natural Health Newsletter for FREE!
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Why Do Public Health Agencies Reject Natural Immunity?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

According to U.S. Surgeon General Dr. Vivek Murthy, if you’ve already recovered from

a bout of COVID-19, the immunity mounted by your body may not be enough to

prevent reinfection with the Delta variant, so your best bet is to get the COVID shot

)

August 6, 2021, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention published a

case control study claiming that unvaccinated people are “more than twice as likely

to be reinfected with COVID-19 than those who were fully vaccinated after initially

contracting the virus”

)

One of several drawbacks of this study is that it did not look at illness severity. It doesn’t tell us whether more vaccinated people were

symptomatic than the unvaccinated, or vice versa

)

A far better gauge of how well the COVID jabs are working would be serious infection, hospitalization and death rates, and when we look at

those, a different picture emerges

)

In Israel — where data suggest those who have received the COVID jab are 6.72 times more likely to get infected than people who have

recovered from natural infection — a majority of serious cases and deaths are occurring among those injected with two doses of PZzer’s

mRNA jab

)
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Thank you!
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SadieKay
Joined On 8/1/2016 1:46:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I love how you're having fun with this depressing and bottomless quagmire of fear inducement, deception, manipulation, cognitive

dissonance, as well as the outright lies which leaves most people paralyzed in indecision. Simply put, I appreciate your wit.

👍
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davetheslave44yahoo.co.u
Joined On 8/2/2021 5:37:01 AM
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It occurred to me, 'Comirnaty' sounds more like 'Criminality' which isn't far off the mark. Something out of Sherlock Holmes (in

another reply) isn't inappropriate in this context either.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tionico...,The "Pf" phonetics is common in German. My surname has a "pf" in it, from my Bavarian immigrant great-grandfather.

Read the story behind Charles PZzer, founder. en.wikipedia.org/.../Charles_PZzer  ...Like it or not, PZzer the man was just another

wildly successful biz-man, pursuing the "American Dream" which was quickly embraced by several robber-barons of the 19th

century, among Carnegie, J P Morgan, and others... Comirnaty is a acronym.

www.businessinsider.com/pZzer-vaccine-name-comirnaty-explained-mashup..
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If a place of business that advertises they are giving the approved vaccine and it is not Comirnaty (I still can’t get my tongue

wrapped around the name), and then they have a serous adverse reaction; can they sue the business for not giving them the

approved???? Coritnaty is not under the liability shield...you can sue.  Now I don’t care for I’m not receiving, nor can I because of

the aborted fetal used...but even if they didn’t,  I still wouldn’t.
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The most reasonable argument against the Kill Shot is that manufacturers are exempt from liability. Theoretically, the taxpayer can

be sued for deaths and injuries within 12 months for a maximum of $250,000.00, but proof would be diicult to provide, because

the "illness" exists only in computer simulations and on TV, so a "vaccine" is simply impossible to make (not that "vaccines" don't

harm more than help). Moreover, ModeRNA, for one doesn't even disclose the contents in their poison, so it is impossible to

provide evidence against their genocidal project.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM
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I agree with you too. I wonder who thinks all of these weird names up? I think they’re on LSD or something. I’m not getting it either.
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gloritrader
Joined On 5/19/2011 9:42:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Comirnaty = “come here naughty.”  That’s actually the way I remember the name of it.
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM
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Darzoum and Stephjask - I happened to run across this little factoid;  "The meaning behind the name 'Comirnaty' Comirnaty is an

agglomeration of the words “Covid-19 immunity” and “mRNA,” the latter indicating the technology that makes the vaccine work. As

a whole, the word is intended to evoke “community,” a Brand Institute executive said."  What idiots!
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM
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Maybe the best repartee to babbling death merchants is to outbabble them. The strategy entails using their tortured logic as a

baseline for even greater incoherence. Like a game of Poker, I'll see your Moderna (ModeRNA) and raise you a MerCola (with a

straight face, it's my favorite cola drink because it's loaded with Mercury, be it the planet, the element, the Roman god, or the

chrome bumper of a 1957 Turnpike Cruiser, just follow the science).

 www.naturalnews.com/2021-08-24-fda-approval-future-covid-vaccine-biont..
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Welshie
Joined On 12/4/2013 6:48:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermou - Your comment: "By issuing two letters on Monday, the FDA actually extended the PZzer vaccine while granting

approval to a different vaccine called "Comirnaty" that does not exist on the market and is not even in production" is absolutely

essential.  But I'd like to add that the two versions of the same PZzer vaccine (EUA and Comirnaty) have very different legal

ramiZcations.  The available and unapproved EUA version protects from legal action. The unavailable Comirnaty with the so-called

FDA approval opens up the legal world of liability.  So once again buyer-beware for an additional reason if you now think the

vaccine is FDA approved and are heading out to get the shot (not that any sane person should get it for a million other reasons).

 You are still agreeing to an experimental vaccine to be placed in your arm (btw - that means coercion to take it or Zring from job

still goes against federal laws and Nuremberg).
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

epi-cure, Why did you stop? Here's the link to the next amazing article, including a partial disclosure of the vial ingredients:

www.naturalnews.com/2021-08-25-fda-fraudulently-grants-full-approval-c..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More retaliation against the unvaccinated:  Delta Airlines announced yesterday that unvaccinated employees will be charged $200

every month, calling it a “health insurance surcharge.” The airline said Wednesday that it also will stop extending pay protection to

unvaccinated workers who contract COVID-19 on Sept. 30, and will require unvaccinated workers to be tested weekly beginning

Sept. 12, although Delta will cover the cost. They will have to wear masks in all indoor company settings.

You could argue about the safety and eicacy of the “vaccines.” They don’t stop people from getting infected or from spreading the

virus. They lead to higher viral loads and are likely responsible for the advent of more aggressive variants. There have been over

13,000 deaths associated with the shots, and that’s almost certainly an under count. The safety studies used for approval are

completely ruined. The manufacturers have a documented history of lies and corruption.

thetruthaboutcancer.com/delta-airlines-charge-unvaccinated-employees/  (August 25, 2021)
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When someone asks "I'm just curious, I just want to understand... Why don't you want to be vaccinated?" They are simply lying. It's

not hard to come up with dozens of important responses. But they don't want to hear you speak, don't want to learn, they want to

demonstrate their superiority by swatting it down like a vy.  Perhaps the best answer is "I'm just curious, I just want to

understand.... Why did you choose to be vaccinated?"  And then when you hear their answer, reply, "I support your right to choose,

by exercising my right to choose. John Ralston Saul said: 'Freedom is an occupied space which must be reoccupied every day.' I'm

occupying it for you, for your freedom to make your own choices."   to your health, tracy
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Such (mass) insanity! What covid? What outbreak? What test are they utilizing, that Znds all of those "cases"? I am totally fed up

with this HOAX! If we don't hold onto whatever "rights and freedoms" we have left - they will be lost forever! Don't think for a

second, that I'm overreacting.

Gui; there are "Convicts of Interest" across the board. It seems to be "The New Normal"!
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM
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Thanks, Rose. I'll light a match and it's the reader decision whether to pour more gas on the vame. I could also have said those

fustian pfools pforgot to insert the N in CONmirnaty.

Guillermou, after my next Delta shuttle a few days from now, I'm done with them. I'm donating my vyer miles to a worthy cause.

The $17 million-annual-pay CEO Ed Bastian's Deep State declarations past and present have made it abundantly clear who's

buttering his bread.
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Darzoum, you are airming your will to remain human, with all that that implies. And that's the underlying theme! Thanks for saying

it and setting an attitude. Also today, in the Fifth Column, Dr. Sevillano makes, with great urgency, a Zery presentation where he

concludes that "everything has already been said and proven", and that it is time to take charge of the linking of the components of

this escalation , which are converging on 5G. But he claims that this must be airmed! ... Scientists are the ones who must validate

it. "In 1 hour 47 min Bartomeu Palleras airms that he knows - from a senior manager - that after the 5G antennas have been

installed, another team from outside the company comes and places remote controlled software with which the antenna can be

turned on and off by zones, countries and hours (to create pandemics in certain places according to Dr Sevillano)"

www.twitch.tv/.../1128399703  and odysee.com/@laquintacolumna:8
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PatchWood
Joined On 8/15/2009 9:54:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes.. and #1 rule: IF YOU CAN'T PRONOUNCE WHAT'S ON THE LABEL, PUT IT BACK ON THE SHELF. I don't trust pharma, and their

so called scientists are not thorough or responsible. They really believe we're all stupid. If the bodies of vaccinated people have

become a pandora's box of manifesting new variants then pharma succeeded in creating a treasure trove for themselves: i.e. the

booster shots. Well, I never got a vu shot - EVER!  And have NO desire to be injected with AN EXPERIMENTAL COCKTAIL OF

CHEMICAL AND SPIKE PROTEIN SEWAGE, to be followed by "more" of the same.  Healthful living (in thought and action) and

Conscientious dietary vigilance, and HOMEOPATHIC science are the highest and best forms and ways to strengthen the immune

system  My way of life help keep this body resilient.   I've no comorbidity and won't co-operate with corruption about covid and

reject comirnaty.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why are none of the lies propagated by the government being challenged in court?  Why the complete silence?
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Polo58
Joined On 8/17/2021 6:24:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just ask them do they support criminal activity? That leads to showing them the criminal records of all vaccine producers.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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Delta Airlines announced they will be charging their unvaccinated employees a $200/month surcharge because of the high cost of

hospitalization for Covid.  Will they also be charging this surcharge to those employees who smoke and get cancer, or employees

who eat junk food and get type II diabetes, or those employees who excessive drink alcohol and get cirrhosis of the liver? How can

this not be discrimination and why aren't the employee unions challenging it?
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Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please tell me how to pronounce this!
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os00
Joined On 8/18/2010 3:11:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Comirnaty sounds like 'community' after the poor person got the shot and developed a speech impediment due to loss of control

of the tongue... Comirnaty sounds perfect.. We now have a spike protein dialect in the English language...
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arunge
Joined On 12/20/2020 12:33:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

that's great until you're not allowed in a grocery store, a bank, your kids are kicked out of school, etc.  I was just told Sunday that I

am not longer welcome at the university where I was trying to obtain a degree.  Tens of thousands of dollars down the drain and I

am degreeless and worried about my future.  I do not know where to turn.  I cannot move out of this state because of my

co-parenting agreement with my ex-husband who has been duped and is pro-vaccine.  This is now scary.
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Kanadian45
Joined On 3/17/2021 8:48:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was just saying almost  same thing about that bloody name to my husband this morning. I’m still trying to Zgure out what it’s real

meaning is. All I keep coming up with is Moriarty, that character in the Sherlock BBC series. LOL
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So very true Dar! They NEED to brand to lock in long term marketing efforts and market share into perpetuity
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kimba_70
Joined On 8/26/2021 6:07:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you. Very helpful. Who doesn’t have others who risked the jab asking if YOU’ve had the jab yet then get judged and accused

of causing variants and break outs.
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Thorn91
Joined On 8/26/2021 10:19:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree, although their dialectical response will just refer back to the strict protocols when it comes to naming drugs so it isn't

confused with another one etc.

This article has a couple good pointers. For example their strange insistence on down playing natural immunity and dismissing

other alternatives to dealing with  Covid that isn't a covid jab.
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eileenruth
Joined On 3/7/2021 1:40:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@ Darzoum Just brilliant, as always. Love your references to Shakespeare, Carroll and Cervantes...I may have to borrow your

answer next time I am accosted with such questions about my private medical business. Love your comments!

Here in Switzerland, we had notice a few days ago of the government's intention to expand the use of their so called Covid

certiZcates. At the moment, people only need a certiZcate ( which shows you have been injected, recovered or recently tested ) to

attend larger events such as sporting events and concerts. Soon, it may be needed to enter indoor dining and gyms, museums

etc....which is just preposterous! So many here are incensed as we were told the certiZcates would be a short term reality, and

would soon be gone. Nothing surprises me anymore and I fear things will even get worse. I am standing my ground though and

refuse to be party to such control and tyranny. What will they come up with next? I want to go out of my comfort zone now though

and start to be loud about my stance....what can we do? Surely this wonderful group of caring humans that comment here are

holding some brilliant ideas in their heads...let's start banding together, sharing those ideas and take some action! Civil

disobedience can work! It has in the past, it will again!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Now we have "Testing Hesitancy"! ..."persons who have been vaccinated are possibly less likely to get tested. Therefore, the association

of reinfection and lack of vaccination might be overestimated"... at least 20% of the people I know that are fully vaccinated have had

vu-like symptoms in the past 3 months and they REFUSE to get tested! None of them will get tested. My mother and her spouse just

came down with "the bug" 3 weeks ago. She got it from the High School she is working at this year. She decided it was safe to return to

the classroom because she is "vaccinated".  She survived the ordeal and she is 77. She has a very healthy diet and no underlying

conditions, YET! Time will tell what long-term side effects there are with this vaccine. Her employer didn't even require her to get tested! If

you are vaccinated you get a free "Get Out Of Jail" card. It's ridiculous! It has nothing to do with health and safety, just compliance. They

don't want to be proven wrong. They being the CDC, NIH, FDA, and every person that has gone along with this Charade and gotten

vaccinated.
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM
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And, don't forget WHO and the UN.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good references, jamNjim. Health oicials in Los Angeles County said more than 25% of new coronavirus cases are among those

who have been fully vaccinated, an increase from last month. And it will continue to increase over time. with a higher number of

deaths than in the unvaccinated, because vaccines are undermining people's health, while promoting natural immunity. ensures

protection probably for life.

It is clear that vaccinated people are at serious risk of promoting and spreading new variants of Covid. The FDA, CDC, Fauci and

the entire government network defend genocidal vaccines. They claim to follow science and claim to follow science. So why does

ivermectin attack. Earlier this year, the agency issued a special warning that "you must not use ivermectin to treat or prevent

COVID-19." The FDA statement included words and phrases such as "serious harm," "hospitalized," "dangerous," "very dangerous,"

"seizures," "coma and even death," and "highly toxic."

Meanwhile, strong sales of its COVID vaccine helped PZzer nearly double second-quarter revenue and increase proZts by 59%,

beating Wall Street projections and leading the pharmaceutical giant to dramatically increase its sales and earnings forecasts. for

2021. During a second-quarter earnings call on July 28, PZzer told investors that the company had increased its revenue

projection, which is now expected to be in the range of $ 78 to $ 80 billion.

s21.q4cdn.com/317678438/Zles/doc_Znancials/2021/q2/Q2-2021-Earnings-..  and

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-nw-over-25-percent-los-angel..
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ina24275
Joined On 12/31/2013 8:14:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where at 77 is she employed?
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The fraudulent "tests" contain graphene oxide and are also used for stealing your DNA. They represent a direct attack on your life.

The problem with the graphene oxide is that the behavior of the masses can be manipulated in its presence through 5G. Once they

have your DNA (even a simple blood test or a visit to your dentist will do), they can speciZcally reach you through 5G; you might

hear voices, commands, experience excruciating pain for disobedience, develop cancer, or just drop dead, if they hit the kill switch

(even the Russians had the technology already in 1971).
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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ina24275, She lives in Sun City, AZ and she teaches High School Algebra in Phoenix. She taught full time from Age 22 to age 72. In

2017 she retired with two state retirements (2 different states). She wasn't retired 6 weeks when they called her and asked her to

substitute/Zll-in FULL TIME for a teacher who had just been diagnosed with cancer. After a 3 year battle, the teacher she was

substituting for came back JUST IN TIME for Covid-19! My mother decided she was too old to risk it and keep teaching so she quit

in May 2020. Now, after getting vaccinated 4 months ago, she thinks it’s safe to return to the classroom. She is still oicially

retired, so she isn’t getting any beneZts. She’s basically doing this because she is BORED out of her mind and she needs to get

away from the house!! Also, it pays pretty good.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Gui, I'll have to see if I can Znd the publication, but it is on NIH's websites where they tested Ivermectin and said it is SAFE AND

EFFECTIVE at treating Covid-19, but the FDA wasn't going to approve it until more studies are done! Found it!

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33278625
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Trial studies for Ivermectin have been diicult. I have a website I use for following the trial studies:

clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/record/NCT04729140?term=ivermectin&cnt..   Many of the studies expired (exceeded the time the FDA
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clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/record/NCT04729140?term=ivermectin&cnt..   Many of the studies expired (exceeded the time the FDA

allotted) because they couldn't FIND ANYONE with Covid-19 to participate in the trials!! There's one major prerequisite for

participating in these trial studies. You have to be sick with Covid-19! Testing positive for Covid-19 does NOT QUALIFY you for the

trial. You have to have a positive test and be sick. So that should tell everyone what a total sham/scam this entire pandemic has

been. They can't even test medications for treating Covid-19 because they can't Znd enough  infected/sick people to do the trial

studies. Yet we are supposed to believe all the Fake News on MSM telling us every day the ICU's are full with Covid-19 patients.
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"The problem with the graphene oxide is that the behavior of the masses can be manipulated in its presence through 5G." Exactly.

 This madness is not about a virus because none of it makes sense.  What makes sense is the virus is just a vehicle being used to

connect humans, unknowingly, to the grid.
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People don't do their research. As we on this forum know, because we are researched, originally the "vaccine" manufacturers

stated that their "vaccines" (genetic modiZcation shot ,hid from plain view and obscured in the lies of darkness) does nothing to

reduce the spread of the COVID disease! They know this. And therefore, all the "breakthrough cases" of infected double-jabbed

people, was foreseen all along! And therefore, i hope that *smart* people (like people on this forum) can conclude, that the Delta

variant and other variants, were also foreseen all along! YOu betcha it has nothing to do with health, and everything to do with

compliance! Because from Moment 1, I knew all along from *various* signs, that it was nothing but a big headtrip and hypnotic act,

to get people to take the vaccine! Who can't see through this? Announcements every Zve minutes, for 18 months? come on. (The

virus is real, but Zgures are PCR-distorted, for a reason).

Further, the BigPharma manufacturers stated on their own handouts (originally , now aha, revised!) that the "vaccines" (genetic

modiZcation) not only don't reduce disease spread, but they allegedly, reduce symptoms. (And a built in recipe for autoimmune

attack, reducing symptoms? Oh really? What fools these mortals be!) Well, if they allegedly do reduce those symptoms, then the

vaccinated are the dangerous asymptomatic spreaders! The "vaccine hesitant" if ill, will take note of the read vags, called,

symptoms! Drumroll...and imagine this? Seek bedrest!

But what do the vaccinated do? "I am symptomatic, I don't need testing, I can go to work!" THESE are the disease spreaders and

the dangerous ones! Shame, shame on "Doctor" Fauci! Shame, shame on BigPharma! The FDA, CDC< WHO they are all in bed

together! Hear ye, hear  ye! The powers that be do NOT want us well,a nd they do NOT wish us well! They want YOU ill, so they can

sell more and more vaccines! patents.justia.com/.../7776521   MAINSTREAM MASSES, WAKE UP!!!!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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V Hes, T hes, anti vax, anti racism, etc all Marxist terminology. They need to make people believe they are unable to simply say I do

not WANT IT for no other reason than that. Take away an individuals ability to use their own god given critical thinking ability is

goal of this propaganda.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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factcheckvaccine.com/2021/07/an-urgent-message-from-professor-dr-sucha..  I am so grateful for this.  And it will not disappear in 48

hours! The thing I have always appreciate about Dr. Mercola is his transparency on where he gets his information.  My anal side always

double and triple checked - because I was told 3 sources before you believe.  That has come in real handy!

I still can't believe learning about IV C ...that there are solutions for pancreatitis already proven, but the medical industry .. well, come to

think of it, Dr. Christopher's research and Zndings were used exclusively by me during certain familial incurable autoimmune crises ... and

to think I kept wondering why our medical industry wasn't aware of them.  Of course that was me back in my 20's.  Now I'm aware of the

attachment at the hip between pharma and med school.  

Once Biden shuts down internet for Americans (certain arteries, like, say, Dr. Mercola?) .. ugh!... I wonder if he'll make it illegal to own

books on botanical remedies.   Herbs are so nutrient dense, probably Zrst or second to berries.  Two things we ought to ingest daily.  I

wish the road to healing hadn't been so complicated by 'the white coats.'  But, I guess, if the Thomsonian Method hadn't been so

successful, the AMA wouldn't have been formed and the 'white coats' wouldn't exist ... truly an outstanding way to cut out botanical MDs

and let the whole art 'die out' ... I know my mom had no clue (I love my mom) about dairy causing bronchitis in me, probably the vaccines

causing so much strep in my life (my 3 non vax'd have never had strep, their sister (vax inj'd) always presents with strep.) ... I'm grateful

for what I've learned ON MY OWN.  Keep searching, the answers are right in front of us.  And maybe do some research on Samuel

Thomson ;)
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Thank you very much Trazy. Very interesting and surprising statement, for the percentage of natural immunity, with very relevant

scientiZc links: “Prof. Sucharit Bhakdi MD explains recent Zndings that fundamentally change the Covid narrative. We already have

antibody memory immunity to COVID-19, rendering 99% of us immune. This not only makes vaccination unnecessary, but

re-vaccination potentially life threatening. "

This ties in with research that indicates that the cells of the human immune system are storing information about the coronavirus

in order to Zght it again. Natural immunity should be looked at as the great disease Zghter. The Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention (CDC) very conservatively estimate that more than a third of Americans (at least 114.6 million) have been infected with

SARS-CoV-2. There are many reasons to believe that in most of these people, SARS-CoV-2 infection "induces long-term immunity.

In fact, as reported by the American Institute for Economic Research, it appears to promote the COVID vaccine agenda. Not only

are key organizations 'downplaying' natural immunity, they may be looking to 'erase' it entirely. ”

As Dr. Mercola has informed us, also in their op-ed, Klausner and co-author Noah Kojima ask why we are "so focused on

vaccine-induced immunity ... while ignoring natural immunity" and also criticize those responsible. of policy-making for ignoring

the "complexities of the human immune system," including the evidence that both B cells and T cells contribute to post-COVID

cellular immunity.
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“That immunity should have the same social status as vaccine-induced immunity. Such a policy will greatly reduce anxiety and

increase access to trips, events, family visits and more ... allowing [those who have recovered] to safely dispose of their masks,

show their faces and join the legions of vaccinated". Physician: ‘fanaticism’ - not science - governs cdc’s aggressive push to

vaccinate even those with natural immunity. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-aggressive-push-vaccinate-natu..  (2021)

We also have cross immunity caused by other coronaviruses, which was published in Cell and Nature and that Dr. Mercola reported

in his publications. An earlier study showed that between 40% and 60% of people around the world had cells in their immune

system that reacted to SARS-CoV-2 despite never having been exposed to it. In the link other studies:

science.sciencemag.org/content/early/2020/08/04/science.abd3871~  www.eurekalert.org/.../ljif-etc080320.php  ~

www.miamiherald.com/.../article244776957.html
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Earlier, the Thai-German microbiologist Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi, issued the warning warning that the upcoming Wuhan coronavirus

vaccine is "downright dangerous" and will send people to their doom. Bhakdi also criticized social distancing and mask-wearing

mandates. The health expert called the statement by Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious

Diseases (NIAID), that 75 percent of Americans would need to be vaccinated to achieve herd immunity as "utter nonsense." As Dr.

Mercola also reported, Bhakdi said: “These vaccines contain toxic ingredients that cause even more harm than good when

administered. Two of these ingredients found in coronavirus injections include cells derived from aborted fetuses and

polyethylene glycol (PEG) in messenger RNA vaccines.

Bhakdi is the co-author of Corona: False Alarm? , a huge bestseller in Germany that was published in English here on October 2.

The book is currently the best-selling book in Amazon's Microbiology, Pulmonary Medicine, and Health Law categories. It is rated

4.8 out of 5 after 363 ratings. www.mediamatters.org/laura-ingraham/fox-guest-says-covid-vaccine-downr..   ~

www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/12/reknowned_scientist_tells_laura_i..  ~

www.mediamatters.org/laura-ingraham/fox-guest-says-covid-vaccine-downr..  
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I love that, Gui, fanaticism and not science.  Hmmmm! I think it's a crime to push vaccines on people who have natural antibodies,

but what do I know? Dr. Bhakdi made many good points, the least which is 99% of the population have the treasure of being

immune.  NINETY NINE PERCENT.   Is it scary when someone dies?  Hell ya.  I was trying to explain the outliers who are dying are

in the same percentage of the typical vu deaths each year.  The majority of deaths came from nursing homes where residents were

exposed to year after year vu shots, in particular, in Northern Italy where the Quad shot was pushed.   And I don't even know how

many nursing home in the US pushed that shot.  What percentage of deaths came from nursing homes and the elderly and

WHYYYY are we doing this?  Is it related to social security?   Reminds me when I heard there was asbestos in the Twin Towers.

 Cheaper to just tear them down.   :(
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Lovestosing, careful what you post! Don't give ideas that The Invasion of the Healthful Body Snatchers might just take you up on!

And my god, it's time for Americans---the real Americans----to call out Mr President for his unilateral dictating! He has no such

legal powers, there is a separation of powers in our government, for a reason! The more we lie down and play dead, the more we

enable them to become emboldened and do just whatever they want! MASSES WAKE UP! It's time to peacefully oppose this

unilateral power grabbing. This can't be allowed in the touted Land of the Free!
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What has happened is science has been hijacked and now built on Zat and capricious Zat at that!
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I've known for a while now that I need to get an alternative to GMail for my personal email. But this morning brings it home. Google now, it

seems, is blocking GMail from delivering the daily Mercola emails, both the article by Dr. Mercola AND the Mercola Healthy Pets article. I

also receive them on another account, so I know they were sent, but absolutely no evidence of them in GMail, not even in the spam folder.

Time to defect.
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Joined On 8/26/2021 5:15:08 AM
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I can conZrm. I also have Gmail and I do not receive either from Dr. Mercola or Natural News ( Mike Adams ) any longer. " They " do

what they can to suppress information. My location is Norway.
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I noticed that in gmail too...go directly to mercola.com or get protonmail, its free for the Zrst 150 msgs, limited storage, but they

DO NOT spy on you, Swiss-based
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I've thought about ProtonMail, but I've heard it's not as secure as people think. I've heard good things about StartMail, but would

love to hear other suggestions as well for secure email platforms.
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Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM
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I have a couple of accounts; ymail and mailfence.  There are many others that are really.  And if I have to start paying for one, I will.
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Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM
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Time to switch. Protonmail is relatively secure as long as both parties are on it.
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I  use AOL no problems yet. But I need a backup. I have suspected  this for sometime. I have a Gmail account but rarely use Gmail.
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Same here. I get it regularly without fail every morning. Nothing this morning. -_- Had to come to the website to see it. I too know

that I need to get off g-mail. This isn't the only email I no longer get.
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gloritrader
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I didn’t get this morning’s email either, so I came directly here.  Still getting CHD emails (Bobby Kennedy’s), haven’t gotten a

Highwire email in a while, but I go over there directly every Thursday for their new video.
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According to Rob Braxman (a.k.a. the Internet Privacy Guy), the only way to ensure secure email is to use your own email server.

But he does have 15 tips for securing your email communications the best you can. It's a 24-minute vid worth the time:

www.youtube.com/watch .
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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I'm using microshaft mail. I've had a few problems with blockage; but nothing serious. If it gets really messed up; I have Proton

Mail as a backup. A.I. is taking over the internet. The situation is NOT going to improve.
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Joined On 2/9/2010 4:59:30 PM
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I use gmail as well, but for more sensitive content I use protonmail which provides email ncryption services. As for browsers there

are a number of decentralized browsers ( WEB3 internet) such as Opera and Brave

hedgetrade.com/introduction-to-decentralized-web-browsers  The internet is transitioning to WEB3 decrypt.co/.../what-is-web-3

 will help keep the door *** on those snooping eyes.
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I noticed yesterday when I searched for Dr. Mercola's website on my cell (Android/Google) it kept redirecting me to a new google

search engine that google kept pushing me to download. The only way I could get out of it was reset/reboot the phone. It only did

this when I searched for Dr. Mercola!
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Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They put him it in the "other" folder in hotmail.  Proton mail, however, seems to be working perfectly!  I'm so done with all this.  Pfft!
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Joined On 10/2/2011 6:50:19 AM
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My emails Znally came through around noon.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Comcast, ditto. Time to defect!  use Protonmail, and if nothing else, in the interim, use your VPN!
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Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM
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Hushmail…..based out of BC…. excellent
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GUESS WHAT??? Look at the time I made the original post accusing GOOGLE of manipulative practices (11:26am). I went to lunch

at 11:30am and tried to make a phone call. I had a 4 bar signal strength and could not call anyone. I rebooted my phone and it says

(SIM not provisioned MM#2). Only 3 things cause that message: 1) loose/misaligned SIMS card, 2) Unactivated SIMS card, 3)

FAILED SIMS CARD! Well, mine has COINCIDENTLY Failed! It failed less than 10 minutes after calling GOOGLE out for

manipulative/deceptive practices! Coincidence?? There's no such thing as a coincidence. Everything happens for a reason.
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Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, ProtonMail.com l or Mailfence.com are good options. It is free and super easy to use. Hotmail behaves nicely, but the previous

two providers are safe and encrypted. Nobody will peak in your personal stuff.
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Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM
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Here's another mystery to contemplate: MSM outlets are now claiming it does NOT matter which booster you get.  You can follow up

PZzer shots with a Moderna booster...Huh? This vies in the face of common instincts, basic biology and immunology science...if this

does not result in a destroyed natural immune system, what will? This conZrms my belief that the entire C19 "crisis" is a plandemic, that

mucking up the human immune system with competing synthetic formulas of mRNA instructions is part of the design to destroy

humanity, (which is what Dr. Vlad Zelenko MD claims)...

Another common-immunology-science fact is that these companies, Moderna, PZzer, J&J all developed unique vaccines. They did not

share trade secrets with each other about ingredients, mode of action, eicacy as shown in the RCTs with real people, etc...For MSM

science-ignorant humans to promote the idea that the vaxxes can be mixed in administration betrays TOTAL ignorance about how the

innate human immune system works to keep the entire organism --YOU and all your organ systems-- healthy. It boggles the mind...
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, Zelenko says that COVID-19 vaccines could reduce life expectancy by several decades depending on several factors,

including whether it needs boosters. Michael Yeadon, PZzer's former vice president and chief respiratory and allergy research

scientist, thinks the same. So does world-renowned virologist Luc Montagnier, who won the Nobel Prize for his discovery of the

human immunodeZciency virus (HIV). Zelenko referred to the COVID-19 vaccines as "deadly poisoned injections." He said vaccines

do more harm than good and are not safe, effective or necessary. He pointed out that forcing anyone to receive experimental

injections amounts to genocide. Even a representative of Moderna admitted that all recipients of the coronavirus vaccine

(COVID-19) are "practically" part of a pharmacological trial. In this link Zelenko's statements on the risks of vaccines, also

documented by Dr. Mercola: vervetimes.com/might-covid-injections-reduce-lifespan
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM
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Of course, it doesn't matter; eventually, all of them will kill you. And it will be spectacular: people in certain areas will drop dead in a

second. Only Goodness knows who will be blamed at that point, but certainly not the monsters.
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And if you get a booster from a different manufacturer, it will be easier for PZzer to say, "Well, it was the Moderna booster that

killed you, not the original PZzer shots." And Moderna will say, "Well, it was the PZzer booster that killed you, not the original

Moderna shots." And those who have done the research will say, "Well, you killed yourself by taking the damn thing in the Zrst

place."
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They've been pushing mix and match shots in Canada, from the beginning! I don't do business with EVIL!
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ulika7
Joined On 7/11/2012 5:12:13 AM
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Please all listen to Dark Horse podcast with Bret Weinstein and Robert Malone.
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An excellent recommendation, ulika7. This is very interestingWATCH 1-HOUR VERSION OF CENSORED INTERVIEW WITH

INVENTOR OF MRNA VACCINE TECHNOLOGY. “The biodistribution study obtained by Bridle showed lipid nanoparticles from the

vaccine did not stay in the deltoid muscle where they were injected as the vaccine’s developers claimed would happen, but
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circulated throughout the body and accumulated in large concentrations in organs and tissues, including the spleen, bone marrow,

liver, adrenal glands and  — in “quite high concentrations” — in the ovaries. “Malone also discusses the lack of proper animal

studies for the new mRNA vaccines, and the theory, espoused by virologist Geert Vanden Bossche, Ph.D., that mass vaccination

with the mRNA vaccines could produce ever more transmissible and potentially deadly variants.!

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/censored-dark-horse-podcast-bret-w..  (07/08/21)
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ATTENTION: there is no English translation yet, but you. they will be able to do it. Here, a new recent study by an Argentine author, who

asks for dissemination. Express "This investigation did not receive funding. The author is in favor of ethical vaccines and has no convicts

of interest. " All links were accessible as of: 14-Aug-2021 ...J + AJMJ1 / 25 ...Case of Argentina: COVID genocide based on medical

evidence doi.org/.../m9.Zgshare.15121989  Prof. Federico A. Nazar  orcid.org/0000-0003-2433-9204  ~

Zgshare.com/articles/preprint/Caso_Argentina_genocidio_COVID_basado_e..      ~

Zgshare.com/articles/preprint/Caso_Argentina_genocidio_COVID_basado_e..      

According to oicial Zgures from the Argentine Ministry of Health, 9 out of 10 COVID deaths (92%) were vaccinated. The case fatality rate

in vaccinated is 1,300% more than unvaccinated. The Ministry refused to share the data to deepen the causes, being further proof that

something is not right. At least the vaccination should have been suspended, while a commission of the National Congress or provincial

Legislatures was investigating, or at least a severe warning should have been included to guarantee the informed consent of a country

turned into a guinea pig through disinformation. https://bit.do/VACUNAS
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Hi Ammael. Coinciding with what happens in Argentina. The most recent data shows that at least half of all new Chinese virus

cases occur in people who received the puncture. In the UK, which is supposedly a "proving ground for how vaccines cope", the

so-called "delta variant" is increasing among those injected, who are supposed to be protected against the virus according to

government claims and media. Of the 146,000 suspected cases of the delta variant identiZed in Britain, at least 50 per cent of

them are people. https://archive.is/742xb
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Guillermou, there is also this point, which I posted earlier today, and had no comment. It involves watching a long video of last

night, of Dr. Sevillano- in Spanish -...). Published by the Fifth Column where Dr. Sevillano makes, with great urgency, a Zery

presentation where he concludes that "everything has already been said and proven" , and that it is time to take charge of the

linking of the components of this escalation, which converge on 5G. But he declares that this must be airmed! ... Scientists are

the ones who must validate it. In 1 hour 47 min, Bartomeu Palleras airms that he knows - from a senior manager - that after the

5G antennas have been installed, another external team comes to the company and places a remote control software with which

the power can be turned on and off. antenna. zones, www.twitch.tv /.../ 1128399703 and odysee.com/@laquintacolumna:8  How

would you relate it?
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I wonder if 5G will be connected to a kill switch
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Of course, the biologist Bartomeu Payeras, is an expert in 5G and Covid. Payeras, a researcher at the University of Barcelona, has

studied the relationship between coronavirus and the location of 5G networks. The microbiology specialist links the technology of

these telecommunications networks with the enhancement of COVID-19. He claims that there is a cause and effect, as a result of

extensive research.

Payeras drew up a map of the countries, regions and even small communities with low and high incidence of the coronavirus. And

he speciZed if these locations had 5G equipment. In an extensive report, he assures that the results "demonstrate a clear,

compelling and irrefutable relationship between the rate of COVID-19 cases and the location of 5G technology." The hypothesis

also ensures that this technology weakens the immune system and makes its inhabitants more prone to infection.

www.cambio16.com/biologo-espanol-vincula-equipos-5g-con-la-potenciacio..  

Dr. Mercola also considers the effect of toxins. We are seeing how all environmental toxins, those that enter the food, as well as

the manipulations of biology, environmental pollution, pesticides such as glyphosate and electromagnetic, especially 5G, vaccines

and prions, in humans and animals are an attack for health and biodiversity. These toxins accumulate in the body and damage

DNA, creating immunosuppressed people where the Covid-19 virus or any virus can mutate, and we are seeing, from the reports of

Dr. Mercola sharing analysis with scientists, that they are not subject to manipulations. of the corrupt elites, who are defending

true science, as said toxins and especially vaccines favor this process.
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"According to U.S. Surgeon General Dr. Vivek Murthy, if you’ve already recovered from a bout of COVID-19, the immunity mounted by your

body may not be enough to prevent reinfection with the Delta variant, so your best bet is to get the COVID shot." Riiiiight.  If this were true

then how come everyone over the age of 55 doesn't automatically get an MMR shot or anyone over the age of 35 get a chicken pox vaxx?

Because they are immune. I have had 6 family members show signs of COVID illness right down to the losing of the sense of smell and

taste. They all recovered and my husband and I in our 70's were living in the same household with 5 of them when this occurred on two

separate occasions. We never developed a sni�e . . . . well I did get a sore throat that I dealt with and . . . .  poof  . . . . gone in a day. I look

upon us two oldsters as having natural  or acquired immunity according to the belief system in the past. Changing the rules of immunity

doesn't change the truth of the matter.
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It's easy to contract Covid from TV; after all CV is radiation poisoning...
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Has never been about truth and knowing you are right Catryna. They simply know they can make it all up now as they go because

no one is holding anyone accountable. Kids in a candy store they are!
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Yes, Catryna. good arguments. to say: “Changing the rules of immunity doesn't change the truth of the matter.”. The truth is that

humanity has adapted to all diseases based on natural immunity and that vaccines compromise the immune system and spread

multi-resistant viruses. Vaccines have only served the interests of multinational pharmaceutical companies, the globalist elite, led

by billionaires, and their corporate partners.

Research indicates that the cells of the human immune system are storing information about the coronavirus so they can Zght it

again. Natural immunity should be looked at as the great disease Zghter. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)

conservatively estimate that more than a third of Americans (at least 114.6 million) have been infected with SARS-CoV-2. There

are many reasons to believe that in most of these people, SARS-CoV-2 infection "induces long-term immunity. In fact, as reported

by the American Institute for Economic Research, it appears to promote the COVID vaccine agenda. Not only are key organizations

'downplaying' natural immunity, they may be looking to 'erase' it entirely. ”

As Dr. Mercola has informed us, also in their op-ed, Klausner and co-author Noah Kojima ask why we are "so focused on

vaccine-induced immunity ... while ignoring natural immunity" and also criticize those responsible. of policy-making for ignoring

the "complexities of the human immune system," including the evidence that both B cells and T cells contribute to post-COVID

cellular immunity
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“That immunity should have the same social status as vaccine-induced immunity. Such a policy will greatly reduce anxiety and

increase access to trips, events, family visits and more ... allowing [those who have recovered] to safely dispose of their masks,

show their faces and join the legions of vaccinated”. PHYSICIAN: ‘FANATICISM’ - NOT SCIENCE - GOVERNS CDC’S AGGRESSIVE

PUSH TO VACCINATE EVEN THOSE WITH NATURAL IMMUNITY.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-aggressive-push-vaccinate-natu..  (2021)

We also have cross immunity caused by other coronaviruses, which was published in Cell and Nature and that Dr. Mercola reported

in his publications. The study, published in the journal Science, found that immune cells known as T cells that recognize common

cold coronaviruses also recognize speciZc sites on SARS-CoV-2, including parts of the infamous "spike" protein that it uses to bind

to and invade human cells.

Dr. Alessandro Sette, a professor and fellow at the La Jolla Institute's Center for Vaccines and Infectious Diseases in California,

said in a news release, "Immune reactivity can translate into different degrees of protection," Sette said in the statement. "Having a

strong T cell response or a better T cell response can give you the opportunity to mount a much faster and stronger response"

against COVID-19. Other research builds on an earlier article from the same institute that showed that between 40% and 60% of

people around the world had cells in their immune system that reacted to SARS-CoV-2 despite never having been exposed to the

virus. science.sciencemag.org/content/early/2020/08/04/science.abd3871  ~ www.eurekalert.org/.../ljif-etc080320.php  ~

www.miamiherald.com/.../article244776957.html
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OhioNana
Joined On 5/18/2015 6:13:44 AM
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I especially love your last sentence!!! I totally agree. We all know how they’ve changed deZnitions and “science” to Zt their agenda!
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brodiebrock12, It's easy for them to get away with blatant lies, because the general public has been so dumbed down they can't

even see the forest for the trees.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Catryna, There's one little aspect about the measles virus that makes it easy to vaccinate for. The measles virus is only infectious

to humans in one mutative state. If it mutates it is no longer infectious. So it has to stay stable and never have any genetic

changes when it replicates.  However, what they don’t tell people is that all viruses still make genetic code mistakes (mutate) when

they replicate! So did the measles vaccine end all the measles outbreaks or did the virus mutate? Or is it a combination of the 2

(vaccine induced mutation). I'm not giving the vaccine credit for ending the measles pandemic. If the vaccine worked we wouldn't

still be seeing small outbreaks among VACCINATED populations!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How about; "If you didn't sleep well last night, your best bet is to get the covid shot"! Nothing, could be more insane than what has

transpired over the last year and a half!
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim - Quite true, quite true. Although there never has been a Measles pandemic, not even in my own childhood. Measles,

Mumps, chickenpox all came and went within a week and rarely did anyone sufferer unduly.  I, myself, contracted Mumps at age 16

as a junior in high school and my father when he was 22. We were down for a week and then business as usual.  Also if we look at

the statistics of when any vaccine, including Measles, was introduced the illness it was designed for was already in a decline.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even the CDC's and FDAs websites say that in many cases, this vu can be mild. As for natural immunity combined with an

autoimmune attack recipe (genetic modiZcation shots), the results as best I understand, can be fully disastrous and very

worrisome.
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steve49car
Joined On 10/5/2020 3:37:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What a lying little Surgeon General ...Trump KNEW , its why he forced him to resign! Firstly we believe that PZzer shu�ed a huge sum of

money the way of FDA ... but the FDA only authorised a shot that actually does not exist in quantity ... manufacturing has yet to begin

...and certainly never trialled ! So what is this REALLY all about ( its as fake as Afghanistan)... well we are in the middle of a world war

(with China) ... and the USA is reverting to being a Republic! Its doing this using weapons of weather , of Zres and of structure ...and

arresting those who infest that infrastructure ! Its already ( we understand ) installed the replacement World Finance system to Quantum

....so shutting out vast numbers of world criminals who are unable to access their ill gotten gains !

Covid is the Iraqi's chased out of Kuwait turning on the taps of oil ... its causing as much damage and harm as they can because they

know the deep state is being taken down ! We have a world run by criminals since America was stolen from its people in 1871... the rest

of the world is also living under those who wish to take all the money , use private jets and suppress the people as much as possible ...

and yes the medical systems ,drug companies and doctors are guilty of killing using fake drugs that will never heal... think statins etc!

So many conditions we know are easy to treat ( example ... arthritis is a mineral deZciency) have consistently over years shortened lives

and YET is vastly proZtable ! When this war ends ( and it will soon) ... the rightful President and new Vice President will be in place

..sworn to bring inn a new approach to health .... and the drug companies will never again dictate! Do read the new book (The Real Dr

Fauci) by Robert F Kennedy jr ....?
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Also, subscribe to Rappoport.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Astonished, Rappoport is and has been an excellent source of understanding for me, personally.   As SOON AS HE posted, "Yes,

Trump did tell RFK Jr. to investigate vaccine dangers -- and why it matters ... FINALLY the door to vaccine injury from childhood

vaccinations were going to be opened!  2016!  I was OVERJOYED, over the moon happy!  To learn that they were subjected to 105

degree temps, how is that not a crime?  Hmmm...  everything they endured WAS A DIRECT RESULT OF FAUCI TRYING TO STOP

THEM.  I guess true evil does walk the planet.  I put him up there with Monsanto.
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Steve49Car, yes Trump knew, well said! And so did  Bill Gates. He almost "Sold" Trump the equivalent of the intellectual property

rights to the shelter in place! See these Zlms www.youtube.com/watch  and www.youtube.com/watch  ... An "aside": How does Bill

Gates get to direct global medical traic? He has no medical license for even the smallest one-on-one medical consultation. Note

how the TV "news" anchors question him about global health policy, and he answers as expert and director of the global show!

Power plays, money talks. He is practicing *global* medicine without a license, depopulating the planet, and causing economic

ruin, suicides, homelessness, misery, en masse! Throw him into permanent life prison, and throw away the key!
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Since there is no test for the delta variant, how can they blame the delta variant for everything?  We already know that the PCR test is a

joke.  The "virus" supposedly has 33,000 base pairs and they only test for about 100 base pairs.   It's like understanding a book with

33,000 words by only reading 100 words.
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coolvyakti
Joined On 7/22/2010 8:43:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Also, when you award degrees without any tests - IT IS A FAKE DEGREE...just like getting approval for the "CRIMINALITY" vaccine.

No animal testing, no long term testing, whatever control subjects were around, they vaccinated them as well, so nothing to

compare against...and then "stamped it as approved". We are in an upside world, where "fake is real", "males are females and

vice-versa", "truth is lies and vice-versa"...so APPROVED IS UNAPPROVED!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please send Farmercist's message to the top of the forum! Very important. Thank you Farmercist! :-)
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OMG, please pay attention to James Lyons-Weiler  and others have mentioned it as well - more speciZc testing used is called

protein sequencing. most often referred to as Sanger Protein sequencing. Please do your own research, as this abounds on the

web.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There lies the real problem with this pan/plan-demic. We have no test for any of this! The PCR "test" is NOT A TEST! It only looks

for dna fragments. How many organisms/things on this planet share DNA with coronaviruses? It's total BS!
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20thCenturyFox
Joined On 8/11/2020 4:49:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you very much for these references to the observations of Rep Thomas Massie and Jay Bhattacharya. But misallocation of the

vaccine to those who don't need it is one thing.  My bigger concern would be whether those with natural immunity from having recovered

from COVID-19 are more likely to suffer any particular harm from being vaccinated afterward.  Clearly in the present climate where

beneZts are falsely claimed, mild infections amongst the vaccinated are no longer recorded,  and control groups are dropped, the

chances of having anyone funded to monitor after-effects of any of the vaccines amongst the previously infected are slim.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's the best kept secret on the covid-19 planet. If you were previously infected and you get JABBED you will have adverse

reactions! You might even die! 30 to 40 years ago this was main stream medical knowledge (tribal knowledge). You do NOT get

vaccinated for a virus you already were infected with. That's 1st semester for anyone getting a degree in immunology. It can set off

an autoimmune response than can kill you. What's happening today deZes all logic/science and equates to genocide.
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Healthbuf
Joined On 11/28/2018 1:55:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BOMBSHELL UK data destroys entire premise for vaccine push. A groundbreaking preprint paper by the prestigious Oxford University

Clinical Research Group, published Aug. 10 in The Lancet, includes alarming Zndings devastating to the COVID vaccine rollout. The study

found vaccinated individuals carry 251 times the load of COVID-19 viruses in their nostrils compared to the unvaccinated.

dailyexpose.co.uk/2021/08/24/oxford-university-study-Znds-fully-vacci..  Can anyone comment on the veracity of this?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, this has been repeated by several MDs who are following this closely...You want to listen to the podcast interview at the lower

part of the page, at this link: childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rfk-jr-podcast-dr-peter-mccullough..
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lin2618
Joined On 10/5/2014 8:56:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BOYCOTT ALL PRO-VAX ESTABLISHMENTS. BOYCOTT ANY PLACE OFFERING AN INCENTIVE TO GET JABBED. BOYCOTT KRISPY

KREAM ( DONUTS ), ANY PLACE OFFERING PIZZA, BEER, ETC. WE'RE ABOUT HALF THE U.S. POPULATION STRONG & MONEY TALKS.

THESE VAXXERS NEED TO BACK OFF, & SHUT UP. ALL THIS IS VERY SERIOUS BUSINESS & EVERYONE BETTER BE PREPARED TO BE IN

THE FIGHT FOR THE LONG HAUL. GOT ANY IDEAS TO WIN THIS FIGHT, POST THEM. AS A UNION MEMBER ( TEAMSTERS ) UNITE &

STAY STRONG. THERE'S STRENGTH IN NUMBERS & MONEY TALKS.
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arunge
Joined On 12/20/2020 12:33:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YES Lin2618 WE NEED TO FIGURE OUT HOW TO BAND TOGETHER AND FIGHT THIS.  I THINK THERE ARE MORE OF US THAN WE

THINK.  LET'S STOP POSTING AND GET TOGETHER AND DO SOMETHING!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whatever Anybody does, stay peaceable. Stay civil in the use of language. There is nothing worse than an agitator who discredits a

movement. In fact that may be the sole purpose. To formulate ideas, it is best to do this underground, not on the internet, where

special interests WILL intercept the plan, guaranteed. I think education is far more effective than protesting, but protests also do

get things on the public radar. There need to be tons of participants taking cell phone footage, from the heart of the events to

inside buildings every block or two away. And blog widely. There has to be a way to overcome the media blackout.
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rfagg249
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:34:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If the CDC was serious about "association is not causation," then they wouldn't have counted hundreds of thousands of pneumonia, heart

disease, etc., deaths as "COVID" deaths simply because of a positive test result or a sni�e.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You lost me at IF the CDC was serious. Kidding right? They are owned by big Pharma and the deep swamp ties in Washington
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

5G, military radars, graphene oxide can all cause pneumonia, heart disease and more. Covid is only a coverup and an excuse for

administering and, eventually mandating, the Kill Shot.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/26/2021 8:27:09 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If the CDC was serious about  "association is not causation," then their theory that vaccines create immunity vies right out the

window.  You just can't have it both ways. Total mindless hypocrisy or idiocy.  They may be dumber than the general public.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/26/2021 9:56:31 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"There is just no clear connection to the vaccine" is the offshoot of "correlation does not equal causation". I just literally don't buy

it. How about you? It's time for the game playing and nonsense to stop! Manipulating statistics and outcomes to the desire of the

manipulator, is not science, it is fraud and it also just so happens to be violently criminal in this case! Whew.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/26/2021 1:38:09 PM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

*~*~Vaccine mania!*~*~ I think people need to be educated.  Dr Mercola, please consider writing a book about ways to support the

immune system and to give people some heartening. They may be thinking that the vaccine is the sole, unique remedy for colds, vus and

particularly Covid 19. People are so afraid. To empower with education may help soften the vaccine manic blow, society wide? Just my

two cents.

As for the fear of the coronavirus, yeah what a cheap game, to focus the microscope on the worst case scenarios and massage them

hypnotically into the brain, again and again, society wide....every two minutes, no kidding! Don't people recognize that this is a game with

agendas afoot? "Oh no it is their job to scare us, they should be scaring us even more" said one ignorant person. MASSES WAKE UP! Stop

supporting hypnotic fear mongering and world terrorizing by cognitive distortions!

Yes some people with medical vulnerabilities develop the worst case scenarios, but it is even stated on the genetic modiZcation "vaccine"

maker's own handouts, and on the CDC"s own website, that in many cases this coronavirus vu can be mild! www.fda.gov/.../download  So

what is the big hullaballoo all about? Cognitive distortions, that's what. ICU cases represented as "the illness". This is WRONG! Time for

education, at last.  How can you reach out to the greater masses, Dr Mercola?  Dear readers, please blog widely! We can help and we, the

people, can become the media.  And pooh to censoring platforms, we can create our own. An idea whose time has come?  Thank you for

all your great work.
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Doctors cannot even diagnose, because all the invented illnesses are confusing them. They treat symptoms and side effects, until

they treat you to death. Forgot to mention, more often than not, they create the symptoms, too, by "treating" you for something you

didn't know you had.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/26/2021 6:54:40 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a book by Dr M on how to boost your immune system. Came out approx 1 or 2 months after his truth about covid-19 book.

Some good suggestions for spending more time in the kitchen this fall.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/26/2021 7:56:05 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rrealrose, please post the link to the book, thank you.

Astonished, well said! I think doctors and the mainstream populace really believe in their chemical medicine. While it has a time

and a place, it surely is harsh and hence the harsh side effects, and it surely can and does do harm, right down to causing death!

You better believe it. I have witnessed it, myself. Tragic! Awful! Criminal! It is time for doctors to have a think about "heroic

medicine" (that is an actual technical term for something that has a potent shock effect on the body to force it into action) and the

inevitably harsh side effects, causing harm a lot of the time, not healing! Of course, the side effects including tumors, seizures,

coma, death are all written on throw-away pamphlets and announced on public tv.....

Yet, if natural medicine has even one single event, however mild, then the FDA and CDC are after their tail! What the heck is this

two-faced double standard all about? It's time for the nonsense to stop. It's time to call this out on a grand public scale. We all

should be blogging like crazy, and spreading word, taking over where the media refuses! What bias, evident, transparent. Call that

out too! It's time.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.mercolamarket.com/product/2997/1/upgrade-your-immunity-with-herbs-..  Also on Hay House, and on Amazon...and most

likely Barnes & Noble.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Comernity=Communism for Eternity (Copied from another post)
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent. I could never have said it any better myself. ANd those are words that exactly came to mind with the name of the

product. Whew!
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Must watch video: rumble.com/vlod4c-wow-former-pZzer-employee-checkmate.-game-over.-we-..
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angiemelzer
Joined On 3/14/2012 2:43:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Absolutely astonishing information. Powerful message everyone needs to hear. Thank you for sharing.
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artvandelay
Joined On 8/7/2011 8:10:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just came across this news article. It may be useful for people in Illinois to Zght mandates.

www.illinoisreview.com/illinoisreview/2021/08/illinois-law-says-unlawf..
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you:)
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You would think if there is a big wave of people getting seriously ill after their third shot that people would wake up to how shitty all of

this is ... you would think ...
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Apparently the only way to Zx "stoopid" is with a lethal bioweapon injection (mark of the beast), promoted to all the retards, as a

saviour... Which also seems to correlate with the population percentage of people who never read or understood the Bible and the

percentage of the population who still haven't noticed the historical trend of government commiting genocide of their own

populations since the advent of fraudulent banking cartels over the last 200 years...
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Sistah
Joined On 9/30/2008 1:12:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I found this site mentioned in a previous Mercola post and want to pass it on: https://thecontrolgroup.org  They emailed this out today:

Dear fellow medical FREEDOM Zghters,   Our team has already Zled suit in Federal Court to obtain a Nationwide Injunction prohibiting all

forms of discrimination based upon vaccination status. Our Emergency Writ goes to the U.S. Supreme Court this summer. SEE it here:

informedconsentdefense.org    Don't miss the evidence packages, not the least of which are the comparison graphs from this Nationwide

Control Group study of health outcomes for the entirely unvaccinated as compared to the 99.74% vaccine-exposed American population.

My team and I have been working on this full-time without pay for over 20 months in preparation for Zling. We are most grateful to those

who have helped defray some of our expenses in pursuing this. We are also grateful to those who've helped spread the word and bring

public attention to the study, and the lawsuit. Please SHARE! I have attached a comparison graph for the adult health outcomes to this

email. These numbers are REAL and we can prove it in court. Share them. You can Znd the original and complete graph-sets and all

supporting reports at: www.thecontrolgroup.org   and also at the legal page: informedconsentdefense.org      

NOTE: If you are in the state of CA, and have been in any way affected by the enforcement of any vaccine mandates, please write me,

(Joy) back at this address, and explain your situation. We want to help. We're moving as fast as we can for relief, and we KNOW we will

ultimately prevail. Meanwhile, HOLD FIRM and do not compromise your health. NOTHING is worth losing your health. Godspeed, Joy

Garner, founder of The Control Group - info.cg@thecontrolgroup.org .. www.thecontrolgroup.org   and informedconsentdefense.org  
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snydersofvlora
Joined On 8/31/2019 11:17:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One glaring problem with the re-infection study in Kentucky is that original "infection" was based on a positive Covid test. How many of

the "re-infected" had a false positive when they were supposedly infected. To me that is THE biggest issue with that study!
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yup, such a good point!!!
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All the all the statistics on this matter are completely fraudulent, based on fraudulent methods and fraudulent instruments,

reported by fraudulent media and fraudulent actors in the health industry about a fraudulent disease that doesn't exist...it's a big

pot of bullshit...stop playing games with impossible math and burn down the 5G towers responsible for radicalizing the toxic load

in those affected, thus making them sick. 5G causes the symptoms, the doctors complete the murders with midazolam and

morphine, or kidney killing remdesiver, and create the false records..the fact is, going to the hospital is a fucking death sentence,

they will try to malpractice you to death for a tidy sum handed out to them by a government paying for the murder of its own

citizenry, either at the hospital, or at the jab clinic handing out murderous bioweapon jabs. This isn't a fucking math problem, it's a

mass murder investigation and we know the primary suspects, they all listed on the bloody stock market.
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fvtomasch
Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Public health agencies reject natural immunity because they know that God created it and it is our responsibility to keep that

unbelievable/extraordinary gift in tip top shape from birth to death. There is no money to be made from healthy people. All the necessary

ingredients to keep an immune system system is all out there in nature (again created by God). Now man thinks they can do better than

the Creator and how well is that turning out. No mention of Vitamin D (free from the sun) or probiotics/zinc/etc. Do we as humans really

know the long term consequences/implications of what we create? 4G-5G-chemicals-medications/etc have an immediate impact but

what are the long term side effects of our creations. Is the world healthier with all this new technology? You know the answer to that. We

should get back to the basics but it may be too late.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The reason we are seeing such death and destruction is because we are playing God with these vaccines/viruses. We all will die

some day and God knows what day that is. Stop trying to change/manipulate the inevitable.  You don't need a mask or a vaccine.

You only need faith in GOD!
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fvtomasch
Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM
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jamNjim- well said. People seem to think they know more than God. Look what happened to a sinful society like Sodom and

Gomorrah/  Noah and the vood. People did what they wanted-sin was abolished in their minds. No repercussions for horrible

actions and now we are trying to manipulate creation itself. Terrible times we live in but hopefully for not too long.
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lisedm
Joined On 6/25/2021 12:13:03 PM
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Hi! The "powers that be" in my opinion are narcissists, and they want "all" the power and control meaning mandate the wearing of masks,

social distancing, jabs, lockdowns and so forth. All of this is unnatural. The masks are equivalent to a partial burka covering the face to

humiliate someone. Narcissists are all about "themselves." They behave like "untamed" animals, and they are dangerous. Submitting to

them is being a slave. Study the characteristics of a narcissist. Very interesting to say the least. Thank you! -Lise from Maine (former

licensed clinician now retired)
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lisedm
Joined On 6/25/2021 12:13:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi! Here is the link to the case Zled in Alabama by the Frontline Doctors. Attorney Jenkins from Maine is part of this case, too. It is

quite revealing. I am half way through reading it. Lots of information in it.

mainestandsup.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/M-for-PI-Zle-stamped.pdf  Thank you! -Lise from Maine
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM
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And I warned already last August that it was the last chance to stop the madness by refusing the muzzle; after all, the Zrst step

towards becoming a slave is to accept the muzzle.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Great summarization! You nailed it!
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM
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They're worse than your average narcissist psychopath, they majority of them are adrenochrome or cocaine using sociopaths on

top of being greedy, murderous frauds, many are already implanted with hydrogel nanoantenna interfaces and sensors, and are

being controlled by their DARPA MKultra handlers. They lack basic freewill and have lost all elements of their humanity through

trauma, drugs and mind control methodologies. Even Bill Gates, the guy who did the cocaine come down bobbing at all his

antitrust trial appearances, not unlike Hitler's cocaine come down bobbing when he'd been at a long event in public, ie the 1936

Olympics. As you probably know, the only leaders who are not compromised in these ways, are the only leaders turning up

murdered from a JTF hit team of elite commandos or they are 'eliminated' by their own compromised doctors. If you want to mount

any form of successful resistance, you will need to be invisible to those in power, no social media, no cellphone tracking, no Alexa

in the house, etc. No wiZ connection, nothing, no speaking out like a protest leader, or they'll round you up and take you out. This

level of asymmetrical warfare against the public has one weakness, if they can't see you, they can't target you, if you give their

internet of things AI, nothing to computate, you will not be vagged, you are invisible. Stay invisible, stay alive...
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ninsuna
Joined On 10/24/2006 11:02:25 PM
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Make no mistake, the lack of a DSMB and elimination of a control group is not "incompetence".   It is intentional, and it is evil.
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM
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My six grandchildren, ages 17 to 26, none of whom have ever been vaccinated, are as healthy as they could possibly be. Both physically

and mentally. All played and excelled in sports. Three got full college scholarships. One just graduated #4 in her class out of 500

graduates, in spite of her working 35 hours a week after school her last two years. Five out of the six tested positive for the Covid virus

but had no symptoms except one who had a headache for a single day. Sadly, my son who has worked for United Airlines for 25 years has

been given until September 28 to get the jab or lose his job. He will not get that shot under any circumstances. He will try the religious

exemption, but if that isn't accepted, he will leave,. Pure tyranny! Let me repeat: pure tyranny!!
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM
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Cold Turkey, This fella Abrien Aguirre from Hawaii has told his truth while working in hospitals, he thought he would start a

avalanche, but sigh... not yet, however watch his short story that was on Hawaii Free Press.  He has seen more die from the shot

than covid and die from heart attacks while they hospitalize for covid... etc. www.bitchute.com/.../im8tqf0JtSPB     If your family

has blood type O, both positive and negative they are immune from covid.  They don't tell us this in the news, although I did hear it

last year in the beginning of this Zasco on BBC, CNN and FOX.  Do they not tell us because roughly 50% of people on earth have

blood type O+ ? I think so.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM
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consider a Notice of Liability to immediate supervisor on up to the company CEO.  connect with an attorney well versed and

experienced in federal and state liability law and who is very experienced with US Codes 45, 42 and 21. Demand written

documentation that explains everything you need to know to make an informed decision on whether or not to consent; coercion

under any circumstances is a felony. mandates without full informed consent is the documentation must clearly state the vaccine

will protect you from the virus and associated disease; it must also detail all potential adverse reactions; it must be written in

language you can easily understand; if it doesn't you have the right to question and demand answers; you may be able to Znd

examples of this type of notice that Zt your individual circumstances;  this link has good information that may help:

www.kathydopp.info/.../InformedConsent
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00 & MaXDuncan, Thank you. Will checks those links out.
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Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM
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I keep looking for a discussion of these 2 questions: 1-Compared to an unvaccinated person who has natural immunity from COVID

infection...How does the immunity of a vaccinated person who subsequently gets a breakthrough case compare? ... 2-How does getting

the vaccine affect a person with previously acquired natural immunity?  I know the oicial line is that it's improved because of the

short-term antibody spike.  I'm talking about real, broad-spectrum, long-term immunity.  Is it unchanged, improved, or degraded? Can

anyone help?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Just look at Israel. Prior to the vaccine campaign they were doing quite well, but less than 5 months after they rolled out their

vaccine drive they have one of the highest infectious rates on the planet. They are in the top 2 or 3 for vaccinations. How is that

possible? Vaccines for seasonal viruses DON'T WORK!
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steelj
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jamNjim,  thanks for the reply.  But it doesn't really address my question.  You are correct that Israeli data indicates the jabs are not

working there.  What I'm wondering is how the jab affects the immunity that is acquired from an infection - an infection either

before or after the jab.  If we know many of the vaccinated people in Israel who are getting COVID and having severe symptoms

had COVID before getting the jab, and those who have natural immunity but never got the jab have a much lower infection rate and

hospitalization rate, that would answer my question.  None of the data I've seen includes such information.

SpeciZcally, I'm wondering if getting the jab reduces ones ability to produce robust natural immunity from a subsequent natural

infection.  Which would be a HUGE reason NOT to get the jab.   There's plenty of data about whether or not the jabs work.  Much of

it misleading of course, but still this is discussed all the time.  What I'm wondering is NEVER discussed. Secondarily, I'm wondering

if getting the jab if you already had COVID will screw up your natural immunity.  I know you will get a short-term antibody spike

from the jab but that's just a jab selling point that probably doesn't really help at all long-term.
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Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM
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The vaccines are bioweapons, you can't get immunity from a disease that doesn't exist, from a bioweapon designed to kill and

sterilize the recipient. Simple fact of life.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/27/2021 2:42:48 AM
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lindatkd
Joined On 4/2/2011 7:11:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

George Mason U. granted Constitutional Law Prof. Todd Zywicki at their Antonin Scalia Law School an exemption from the shot mandate

2 weeks after he Zled a lawsuit to get the exemption. He had a medical exemption because he recovered from Covid, so he had

antibodies.
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM
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How peculiar. How can someone "recover" from an "illness" that exists only in computer modeling and on TV?
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os00
Joined On 8/18/2010 3:11:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes this professor's win deserves an article of its own.  Been almost 10 days and barely any word of it anywhere.

m.washingtontimes.com/news/2021/aug/17/george-mason-law-prof-granted-v..
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wink0069
Joined On 4/1/2018 7:01:53 AM
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These lying bastards will all burn in hell
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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Man-0-Man.......now all the millions  or worthless feeders are  now a useful source of renewable energy ...

Humm.I wonder  what the NWO will do with 7.9 billion masks?  ........

Hahaha.I am still just an OldMan..sitting on MyMountain...smirking & sniggering.........looksl ike a little rain today
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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Now  a known element in 'Da Jab"  is...     ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/08/09/conZrmed-graphene-oxide-main-..     hence the

RF frequency of graphene is .... this is a interesting read  >>

minotlab.physics.oregonstate.edu/sites/minotlab.physics.oregonstate.ed..

Now with this stuff voating in your body....and in your brain..is it ,your brain, open to be electronically connected to the now  6G ??  Now

understand 6G  that is' Six G'  now  runs thru the frequencies of 300 Gigahertz into the Terahertz frequencies...mega-trillions of

cycles/sec...these frequencies are smaller than molecular activities..these frequencies will disrupt or destroy or    turn theses molecules

and atoms into an Energy?  or anti-energy? Or????  Beyond the quantum Zeld theory (QFT)......Condensed matter physics ?  

this could turn the billions of humans into a useful form of energy...  Think about it like this.....this NWO or what every they are. Have been

using humans as a form of living energy.....and as these NWO ?  become more active, they need  More living energy...and by Da Jab.they

now have a nearly endless supply of Living Energy ...so when they need  a little more energy..the snap up a few from the nearly endless

supply of Living Fuel....you...and this is a realistic view , by dwelling  into "Condensed matter physics"  and beyond this is all very

possiable made  easy by the use of 5G and upcoming 6G...  Nichola Tesla said everything has a resonance frequency....a frequency  that

 will anything...and if a freq  can disassemble molecules than what do they become ????   a form of an 'energy'  ...what kind of energy?

 Unknown...by Ill bet the NWO or what ever they are. Know.......wake up do your own research....Its all in the computer you have ....search

the deep web..there is enough to spend a lifetime reading this .........
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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www.researchgate.net/publication/311659625_Graphene_synthesized_on_por..

Man...this is the deepest Rabbit Hole I have ever looked into......WOW..        www.sciencedirect.com/.../S1369800118323606

xlab.me.berkeley.edu/.../10.1038_nmat3433.pdf      terahertz waves with gate-controlledactive graphene metamaterial

The extraordinary electronic properties of graphene providedthe main thrusts for the rapid advance of graphene electronics1.In

 photonics,  the  gate-controllable  electronic  properties  ofgraphene provide a route to eiciently manipulate the interac-tion of

photons with graphene, which has recently sparked keeninterest in graphene plasmonics2–

HolySh!ts......8 billion sources of Living Fuel!!!!!!!!!this is astonishing
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/08/09/conZrmed-graphene-oxide-main-..

My ,My......isn'ty this interesting....
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wobjr830550
Joined On 6/14/2021 3:27:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The body is composed of innumerable molecules developed over billions of years by the toughest test of all: survival. We are Znely tuned

organisms. with a dizzying number of compounds and reactions. To think that one can insert a strange molecule that has never before

been there, and hope to correct some malfunction, is the height of folly."  -Abram Hoffer, PhD, M.D-
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's elementary dear Watson... Poisoning people makes them sick, sick people demonstrate symptoms of poisoning, and their immune

system produces exosomes to remove the excess toxic load to allow for better bodily functions and healing. By virtue, the unvaxxed, are

unpoisoned by the vax, therefore will have on average, a lower toxic load, than the vaxxed, who will also have symptoms of vascular

damage from spike protein poisoning, which we are seeing in droves. In simpler terms, if you don't take a bioweapon injection, your

normal course of good or bad health remains unchanged, if you do take it, may God have mercy on your soul. The concept of 'immunity' is

a fraudulent caviate of the fraudulent germ theory...which as you all know, is just a "theory", a very vawed theory, much like E=MC2, where

the speed of light is a constant, but light is known to travel at different speeds, therefore the theory of relativity is an impossibility, much

like the concept of 'immunity'. You can take a polio vaccine, but if you go swimming in a DDT laced stream or river, you will Znd out just

how NOT immune you are to neurological damage you will experience from DDT exposure, and the cover-up medical professionals will

say you've got polio...yeah, right... Polio is doctor speak for pesticide poisoning, yup...
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you are wondering if SARS-CoV-2 has been isolated -  information with CDC and other oicial entities responses to FOIA request.

truthcomestolight.com/does-the-virus-exist-sars-cov-2-has-not-been-iso..  and

fos-sa.org/2021/06/29/in-response-to-freedom-of-information-act-reques..
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

coolvyaki All viruses are 1,000 times less than the width of a strand of human hair.
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vivicarose
Joined On 8/26/2021 8:55:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As an observer of all things covid, I’d like to throw in my two cents worth concerning  PZzer’s vaccine rebranded name “Comirnaty”

Based upon an aggregate of things that I have naturally perceived, things that I have read and videos that I have watched, I have broken

the name down in three letter increments:

com=commercial (.com)

irn=Individual Resistration Number

aty=after third year

This has never been about a virus.

This is about branding those who have been vaccinated—MOTB, anyone?
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jamesbond2509
Joined On 2/3/2019 6:43:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

more and more vacinated people are getting Covid now in Ontario covid-19.ontario.ca/data
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fvtomasch
Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The CDC is only keeping track of breakthrough cases that are severe only. Many more are getting hit with breakthrough and I think

Politico has more info on this. They want to know why?
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lin2618
Joined On 10/5/2014 8:56:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MAXDUNCAN; THANKS FOR THE RUMBLE-PFIZER-rumble.com/vlod4c-wow-former-pZzer-employee-checkmate.-game-over.-we-..

 .MANY ON THIS SITE ( MERCOLA ) ARE WAY AHEAD OF THE GAME. THANKS AGAIN.  BOYCOTT ALL PRO-VAX ESTABLISHMENTS,

BUSINESSES.
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM
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Canadians stand up for freedom  Nation wide rally   My body my choice! September 1st 1 pm
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arrow12
Joined On 11/10/2012 5:08:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

tube.doctors4covidethics.org/videos/watch/7ca43fab-fa9d-46e6-ac7a-a0c7..
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM
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“The study only looked at positive test results”.    Exactly why there is STILL a push to get tested tested tested, even if you don’t feel sick!

BC this helps in manipulating the data to the advantage of the seedy c and the bs narrative.   This is why u see a testing center (free of

course) on every corner now....even in dirty looking buildings, street corners, parking lots, etc.   yea....no thanks ...not getting medical

tests, advice, procedures or other in a dirty parking lot!!!!!   Two words people......RED FLAG!!!!!
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Bashka
Joined On 10/13/2007 9:52:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I did check the ingredients of both the PZzer vaccine and the Moderna vaccine. PZzer's vaccine contains hexane and polyethylene glycol

(PEG), and Moderna's vaccine contains PEG. I got myself tested for both of these and found I was hypersensitive to them. Besides, my

doctors also are very leery of this messenger RNA technique that's being used. I am taking one Ivermectin capsule once a week and

getting weekly shots of gamma globulin, which I hope will protect me.
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globalnews.ca/.../bc-blood-clot-survivor-warning   Warning message from a jab recipient
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Kelowna, bc mobile.twitter.com/.../1dRJZNZLbRNJB
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Akeleye
Joined On 8/26/2021 5:15:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for all you are doing Dr. Mercola. I have followed your articles for almost 14 years. I am so sorry for all the trouble you have

with certain persons. You have always told the truth ! Keep on your good working.
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Tigerpal54
Joined On 8/4/2021 9:10:14 PM
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The virologist/vaccine (former) maker Van der Heer (I can't remember) suggested that it is possible that those who'd had mild previous

infection would not be able to mount a strong enough initial defense against Delta.  Any news on that surmise???
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Total propaganda. This is a very small/simple virus (like 7 to 11 different proteins). The Delta Variant is most likely a mutation that

occurred in the summer of 2020 when we were doing vaccine trials in India. It was Sept 7th, 2020 that this variant was discovered

in India. So the major mutation the Delta Variant has is the spike protein that the PZzer and Moderna vaccines targets. These

vaccines target 1 protein. This enables mutations. If the vaccine only targets the protein that enables the virus to enter the cells it

doesn't kill it and it MUTATES! Hence the Delta variant.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I received an email today that even though the WHO has prohibited it, in the Philippines they did an autopsy on a ‘COVID’ victim..’..full of

blood clots and they were saying it isn’t viral but bacterial …which was always a thought all along. I wish I  had more information than

that.  I wonder if this is also in the chem spraying. The graphene I assume they’re spraying …….my one question is how did whatever

COVID is get into bodies in the Zrst place?…Flu shots, spraying, both?…Just thinking out loud.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Check out America's white coat summit in San Antonio a few weeks ago. Or msg. me, its an older link.
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I hope this can help you chimiller: Doctors in Italy, Germany and India who autopsied patients found many COVID-19 cases are

actually BACTERIAL rather than a virus. Many cases point to thrombosis as cause of death. Recommended treatments should

include blood thinners such as simple aspirin. In Italy doctors who broke with the World Health Organization (WHO) protocols were

able to effectively treat COVID-19 once they recognized many cases were nothing other than “Disseminated intravascular

coagulation” (Thrombosis).

Having discovered this diagnosis, the Italian Ministry of Health immediately changed the coronavirus treatment protocols and

began to administer to their CV-19 positive patients Aspirin 100mg and Apronax. These patients began to recover and as a result

of this new method, the Ministry of Health released and sent home more than 14,000 patients in a single day". It is documented

that many Covid-19 deaths are occurring due to secondary bacterial infections in individuals diagnosed with Sars CoV2.  However,

due to the fact that Sars CoV2 testing is unsuitable for detection of the virus, the infections may not be secondary to Covid-19

infections.  Bacterial secondary infections are common in hospital settings.

There are numerous studies documenting a high percentage of individuals who are dying of bacterial infections in deaths

attributed to Sars CoV2. The " vaccines " might be very dangerous. I still don't know if this virus is puriZed. The patients needs

medications. We know the treatments. Always remember HCQ, Ivermectin, Vitamin D, Zink, Vitamin C etc. EARLY TREATMENT IS

VERY IMPORTANT. Here is one treatment protocol : aapsonline.org/CovidPatientTreatmentGuide.pdf  Ref:

principia-scientiZc.com/cv-19-autopsies-show...  ~ academic.oup.com/.../5904107  ~ pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33684520  ~

www.oneindia.com/.../black-fungus-or-mucormycosis  ~ off-guardian.org/.../indias-covid-outbreak-the ...
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This is Most interesting.......ya know  as a world  we have been using the same stuff over  and over ....like the piston engine..its like 200

year old invention and we still use the same thing.....oh its been 'improved' a million times but its still uses gas or propane or diesel

...same old thing..electric  cars....been around for over a century...and on and on with electric lights and heaters  electric stoves...gas

mowers .yadayada..BUT..i think we are living in the 'stone age'...compared to this NewWorldOdour group .who are at least 100 myears

ahead of us the common person...I think we have been squelched and 'steered' for decades on medical and scientiZc knowledge ...with

the liar 'Newsmedias' spreading the lies and 'facts' to brainwash 99.999% of earth.

These  NWO things..are so far advanced to today's societies  as we are advanced  over an Amoeba...We have been 'In Da Dark" for

generations..spoon-fed  lies and twisted truths  for 200 years....starting with "we live on a spinning ball vying thru some 'outer space' and

some incalculable speed  caused by some unknown force..big bang.or whatever.."""  over aqnd over again.we were TOLD to KNOW this as

a 'fact'  but is it true ???  Using solid Logic its  NOT True..even the religious nuts  bible  states "the Earth does NOT MOVE"  LOL.even the

christians teach the spinning ball scam..probable cuz they don't really believe in what their bible says  in several places...

think about it.do you feel like you are spinning at 1000 miles per hour??..when I vy in my plane does it take any longer to go 300 miles

east or west?  nope it take the same time..I have done it and several time people have circumnavigated the south pole  and its about

665-70 thousand miles from one spot  all the way around the South Wall to the same starting place .mathematically proving its NOT a

continate  but a South Wall like a giant speaker magnet.....north is in the centre and south is all the way around.The Wall ...Brain Washing

its Znest...
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes  My 3/4 of a century life has been fed millions of lies and twisted half truths  about yet even more lies ... interesting how

Rothschild claims some ownership to the south wall... as does some the Royal families.....Hum....facts are  the Pope was at the

SouthPole(wall)..and so was Trump and Kennedy and ever Jeff Epstein...(maybe thats where he went  since I don't believe he died

in any jail) , which makes me think  that "on the OTHER SIDE of the south pole is a land as big as  the USA" a quote from Admiral

Richard Byrd" ....Hummm      www.youtube.com/watch     I saw this actual TV program...as a kid...

Yes "on the Other sides of the South pole..."   remember  a round speaker magnet......the centre is the Northpole  and all the way

around is the SouthPole...mathematically  the earth is  24000 around(??)  at the equator time Pi 3.14159 is about 75000 miles

 ......hummm...... OH BUT>>  your teachers TOLD you we are on a spinning earth ball.....and so did NASA...who lied about

EVERYTHING from moon walk to Mars  lander BS  ...but again all anyone KNOWS is what some teacher or book of some other

person TOLD you to know.......like COVID-19 is gonna get ya...or hurry up and Jab ME  !!!...hhahahahha....how Gullible billions really

are.......after a lifetime of being spoon-fed Bullsh!t..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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I love this comment, thanks!
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If we don’t stop this now soon we will be living in a gray state www.traileraddict.com/.../trailer
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was visiting my son in Portland O a few weeks ago. We rode thru and all around downtown. I was in fact totally surprised by the shear

volume of the homeless encampments existing. Let's examine this from Biden Admin and Crew point of view. If these new variants are so

much more dramatic and lethal to humanity, why does Portland have a homeless problem? Or anywhere in the cities of the continental US

proper. Can you pick food from dumpsters/live in unsanitary tribal conditions of substance abuse/ broken mindless activities/ create an

identity of wellness among the Zlth? Seems to me that life under the stress of these conditions remain toxic/contagious/ fatal. Yet they

are expanding/invasive/ relenting in such a lowly pursuit to exist daily. How come?  Are they so devoid of functional trappings of life they

are immune to any viral surrounding?  Are these folks the new highly adapted ones going forward?  Think of it?   Imagine that!
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coolvyakti
Joined On 7/22/2010 8:43:39 PM
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It just shows how resilient humans are when these guys are hanging in the Zlth yet surviving, and the rest of the country can't rub

enough sanitizer on their hands and wear masks even when outdoors. Perhaps they are also not glued to the idiot box - no news is

good news. It also shows how fake this whole pandemic is - it is created out of nothing by the health authorities (criminals), the

media (criminals) and the politicians (criminals). If this was really that contagious and dangerous - how come it passes by the

homeless people? For one thing, they have limited to no access to health care - otherwise they would have all died by now.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Coolvy.    Agree 100%.  I read on here a while back on how our immune systems need to be ACTIVE, not suppressed, in order to

Zght off the latest and ‘greatest’ threats.   Wash yr hands and be mindful? take care of yourself as best you can? YES!    Live in

constant fear?  Just STUPID.
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Canadians please sign this petition - This is a Zght for the future generations!

www.change.org/p/justin-trudeau-no-mandatory-covid-19-vaccine-in-canad..
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new.awakeningchannel.com/military-lockdown-in-australia-the-prototype-..  MILITARY LOCKDOWN IN AUSTRALIA, THE PROTOTYPE OF

THE NWO. For One Case, National Lockdown.  Restrictions Forever? August 26, 2021 - Stew Peters, tv. Canada is very similar to Australia.

 If we don't stop this, and I include the USA and Canada, in this statement, this will come here.
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Yes! I heard it’s VERY BAD there!   You don’t hear about it of course!  But we should be digging into what is going on there!   It’s

BAD! And very dire for the people!  Don’t forget the ccp has always had a strong invuence there...most people don’t realize that.  

We should be watching that situation......no small wonder this Afghanistan thing happening now.....perfect diversion.  Nothing new.

 But take heed!
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I saw this video and it gives plenty of hope: www.bitchute.com/.../0yn0COw12chS
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Hi Lin3741 and Karolina99, thanks for your posts.  Like you, Lin, when I saw the travesty in Afghanistan all over the front pages of

the rag UK Daily Mail, I saw a huge distraction and I'm sure that's one of the objectives.  When I was with a small town newspaper it

seemed life was close to perfect there and guess what - the owner/editor had a vested interest in that image of the town.  He didn't

just own the newspaper.  And that was before today's presstitutes, who are bought and paid for.

I'd seen the video you posted, Karol and It is a good idea.  We're rumoured to be threatened with phoney food shortages here in

North America, so why not cut that off at the pass?  The sincerity of those truckers in Australia in your vid below, far outweighs any

performance I've seen thus far from the parroting "leadership."  Plus they have the consideration to advise everyone to stock up in

advance of pointing out that they and we are not pawns or puppets.

My background in Canada is years in the legal system, courts, private practices and I've known a number of judges.  Our judges are

appointed, not elected and that's always a popular debate topic.  But I've worked with some of the most fair minded and justice

oriented people who are judges in Ontario, Canada.  I cannot believe that they will stay silent much longer.  Don't forget so many of

them face criminality on a daily basis and they are not the type of person to turn the other cheek.  The biggest frustration with

being heard is the time it takes.  Michael Swinwood, LL.B., who works with Dr. Reiner Fuellmich, has been adjourned until March

17, 2022, for his next court appearance.  www.bitchute.com/.../0yn0COw12chS  If you’re interested in actions Zled, the URL below

is a good website to see the push-back that’s in progress.  We need to see more from Ontario, Canada.  I'd like to see a criminal

lawyer take this case on as fraud, facetious and vexatious.  standupcanada.solutions/canadian-lawsuits
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Fertilizing the ground ... Argentina, August 2021. The logic of vaccines, after this and before, to sauce food with glyphosate ... doesn't

seem so crazy ... does it? "STUDENTS, STUDENTS, STUDENTS" The Frente de Todos is promoting a project that would enable the use of

"inclusive language" in educational establishments. A tool for gender indoctrination that, among other things, avoids the fact that 52% of

graduates do not understand what they read. www.notivida.org/.../1258_.html  and www.notivida.org/indice_boletines2021.html  One of

Murphy's famous Laws said that "Neither life, liberty, nor property of a man is safe while the legislature is in session!"
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Do not lose the habit of thinking about the big issues ... Everything adds up, to remain (because existing, merely, is not everything!)

www.lewrockwell.com/2021/08/bionic-mosquito/why-should-the-species-be-..
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THE OBVIOUS:  * The reporting agencies authors of the pro vaccine statement rely on DO NOT have agents in every clinic, hospital, or test

site.  Rather, they are limited to, at best, reporting what local medical personnel claim.  * Not one of the claims is veriZed by the reporting

agencies.  * It is a matter of public record that many deaths were attributed to C-1.0, but cannot be veriZed, because tests did not

distinguish between common vu and C-1.0.  * It is a matter of public record test devices were improperly used, giving false readings,

usually positive, thereby VASTLY overstating incidents. Enough so that what was called a pandemic was, more than likely, NOT.

* It is a matter of public record that merely having C-1.0 or a false positive and dying from it was recorded as a C-1.0 death. Consider the

famous motorcycle-brain injury, for example.  * It is a matter of public record hospital protocols injured and killed many, unnecessarily,

and were recorded as C-1.0 deaths. That included administering organ killing drugs, damaging ventilators, and refusing to use things like

vitamin C IV's or Ivermectin.  * It is a matter of public record many proZted obsenely from this greatest con in the history of men.
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This may be a repeat post.  I usually forward my Mercola emails to my work email (it is a google account).  Today, it will not forward.

 Claiming that the Google host says this message was blocked because its content presents a potential security issue.  I can forward it to

other email accounts as well as forward other emails, but this one is getting blocked.
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"google - we only do evil"
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If they ask why not, send them this: 400 scientiZc references for not vaccinating: doi.org/.../m9.Zgshare.13550030
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CDC = U.S. Centers for DIS-INFORMATION Control and Prevention OF THE TRUTH
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I just spoke with a friend in India and we agree that this whole nonsense is about crushing the world economy.  But how did so many

people from all parts of the world agree to kill their own countries?  There must be one huge salesman.  Looking at Australia it appears a

white Knight will ride in at any moment and take over the country....
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I am of Indian origin and I cringe with shame, when prostitutes like Vivek Murthy try to push vaccines, dishing out blatant lies. This

is exactly what elites want to do - a.k.a. the "great reset". They have destroyed most economies and more people are perishing in

India and elsewhere due to hunger, and not this fake virus. If some of the researchers are even partially right, imagine the armies of

US, India etc, would be decimated by this kill shot in 3-5 years. The minion police force will be gone. Doctors and nurses, gone.

Australia and NZ have become commie states, already, since the public have no resources to Zght tyranny. Hoping people Zght

back in US...even though it doesn't seem to be the case.
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There is no current  Comirnaty® website. That is highly unusual given the fact that websites are typically launched 6 months prior. So is

PZzer the sacriZcial lamb of the bunch? Where is the pretty marketing theater to promote theirs vs all others? "[The] institutions that have

been marketing to the American People have been the CDC, the NIH, the FDA and the Mainstream Media. Those have been the marketers.

Those have been the propaganda arms, those have been the ones misleading the American People to line themselves up – and

unfortunately, in some cases, to line their children up – to be injected with an unapproved, experimental biological agent. As has

President Joseph Biden on his personal views. "PZzer has not acted as a marketer and if they do, there's a...whole slew of

multi-billion-many-times-over lawsuits that can be brought against them.    Source Forbidden Knowledge TV
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Must see:  https://1000covidstories.com/
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This 6.72 Zgure is very signiZcant, but I think a little more explanation is in order. It is not immediately obvious why this number

represents the INEFFECTIVENESS of the PZzer "vaccine". The delta variant broke out in Israel in May 2021. At that time, Israel had one of

the highest proportions of vaccines in the world - which is why it is used to predict what will occur anywhere else in the world that

achieves a similar level of vaccine penetration. As of May, 16% (835,792÷5,193,499×100%) of the Israeli population had NATURAL

IMMUNITY. Of the 835,792 previously infected, 72 became re-infected after May: that's 72÷835,792×100 = 0.0086%.  That is, natural

immunity confers a 0.0086% probability of re-infection.

Assume: 1.that the jab offers the same level of immunity as natural immunity (the null hypothesis) 2.that the entire population is

vaccinated 3.that delta has swept through the entire Israeli population. With those 3 assumptions, the TOTAL number of delta cases you

would predict is:  5,193,499×0.0086÷100=447. Now, the ACTUAL number of observed cases is 3000, which is 6.72 times (3000÷447)

higher. So, let's look carefully at the 3 assumptions:

Assumption 2: the latest data says that around 65% of the population is vaccinated. Reducing the population Zgure by 35% (from

5,193,499 to 3,375,000) REDUCES the predicted number of cases. The invalidity of this assumption cannot account for any of the

difference between the predicted and observed numbers.  Assumption 3: if delta has NOT swept through the entire population, the

predicted number of cases would again be LOWER, not higher. The invalidity of this assumption cannot account for any of the difference

between the predicted and observed numbers.  Assumption 1: This assumption must be the incorrect one, therefore the null hypothesis

is disproved. Given the approximations introduced by the other 2 assumptions, natural immunity offers AT LEAST 6.72 times the

protection offered by the PZzer jab.
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I have been saying this from the beginning... I had covid and I was pretty sick for about a week and a half. For those who tested positive

but were asymptomatic, they did not have covid, they had a false positive. You either present with a respiratory viral load or you do not.

How can you spread something that is not symptomatic?
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gai -- You can't.  Well.... maybe if you pick their nose...
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It has come to my attention via some "GEEKY" pals that roam the caverns of the very high tech facial recognition systems currently

operating in the UK (London) as the lockdowns and most particular a "MASKING" of the walking city dwellers became the forefront

opportunity to upgrade the beta scan camera systems to now digitally identify accurately those inhabitants with the masks on. They have

reduced the square inches of the upper portions of a human face to read and capture you to record you to the big main frame of security

in London Town. 1984 is here. I searched the web for links to drop here but none became available for me. It too must be a high priority

for the eye in the sky tools to have the utmost censoring available. You are watched! And the mask mandate has granted them even

greater over sight of us. If this is true...it is one more thing to show up boldly in the USA. Most will be oblivious to the cameras.  Will you

be?

At the TSA checkpoints at the airport they ask you to drop your mask. Next time watch as she photo IDs you with and without your mask.

She taps the go buttons to record both.  Easy  peasy eh?
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If I had a Crystal Ball to summon up the future of delivery to the masses it will not be a shot of vuid that enters the body via Dermis and

muscle locations, it will be in aerosol forms. The needle has always had the terrifying effect of "JABBING" and with it the pain and horror.

 That very idea of pain is enough to ward off most folks to even consider a VAXX form.  The new delivery will be painless and directed

smack dab into the lungs and tiny capillary for transfer of viral application quickly elsewhere. The "FIX" will be marketed as safer and

more effective because this is how virus has established  it's well known point of entry to humans.  Watch for it at your favorite CVS or

Wallgreen outlet.
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ssshhhh  wallguy.... OMG it could be worse!  Hell, why sell it at WAlgreens or CVS when putting it in the doorway air blower of all

supermarkets would be so much better........
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High-ProZle Cases of COVID Vaccine Failures Just in the News:   1) Jesse Jackson (age 79) - Civil rights activist hospitalized with COVID

on 8/22/21. He had received 1st dose of PZzer vaccine in January 2021 and 2nd one on schedule.  So his immunity signiZcantly waned in

less than 8 months (the recommended time interval for booster shot).   2) Lisa Shaw (age 44) - BBC Journalist - died 3 weeks after

getting 1st dose of Astra Zeneca vaccine. Today the UK coroner determined that her cause of death was vaccine-induced immune

thrombocytopenia and thrombosis.   3) Texas Governor Greg Abbott (age 63) - fully vaccinated with both doses of PZzer shots, but is now

infected with COVID. We hear about these stories because they concern celebrities.  What about the cases that go unreported?
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But, but not one single person has died from the jab.
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NaplesDan, #1: Well, my daughter's co-worker, age 47,  began feeling bad after her second jab. Although previously in excellent

health, she ts in February. Although perfectly healthy previously, he has developed Parkinson Disease since that second shot.

There is no incident of that disease in our family. His memory has also seriously suffered since getting the jabs. #3: A  friend of

ours, a Gold Star mother and widow who lives alone, was found unconscious on her living room voor from a stroke the day after

getting her second jab. She was fortunate that her nephew, who lived hundreds of miles away, phoned to check on her.  When

getting no answer, he phoned a neighbor of hers, who, when getting no answer after knocking on her locked doors, called the

rescue squad. She was rushed to the hospital. Fortunately, due to that nephew and neighbor, she survived. #4: A Good friend of

mine began hemorrhaging from a heart valve after getting his second shot and had to be operated on.
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Obvious choice of PZzer was simple, it is the worst side effects and least effective as remedy. Moderna Vaxx has Fauci dna Zngerprints

all over it via Patents and agreements. (total convicts) But the absolute impenetrable wall came in 1986 SCOTUS decisions to void all

liability injury. Whereby Vaxx Liability has spoofed the Medical Doctors Protocols of treatment to "0".  The summations in the decision

was the ruling of law changed to "UNAVOIDABLY UNSAFE"!! How chilling would that be if you were present in that court room when this

became law. My goose bumps return at the thought of such a blunder by the highest courts decision.    

My focus of whether the legal or medical battles are surmountable and a crisis is averted now  remains hopeful and is priority to bring the

Evil plans to the masses as key evidence of guilt. Please be aware that Vials of greater tragedy are being built in labs around the world.

They have no intent to blow the hell out of a landscape that is poisoned by thermo nuclear wars to exist.  This is the greatest silent deadly

invisible killer ever contrived in the analogs of time and space. There are Zction movies that inspired and are no longer Zction. The glass

vials of doom is fact.
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I have not posted here before, but read you all often.  I just wanted to share an odd thing today.  Most days I forward Mercola emails to my

work email (google email).  Today it will not deliver and has a message stating that it is blocked due to potential security issue.  I can

forward it to my other email accounts.  All other emails forward to my work email with no problem.
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The reason are simple. And the dear Doctor Mercola needs to take a closer look: Let's all look at this from reason, logic and common

sense. First...IF THE GERM THEORY WERE TRUE...NO ONE WOULD BE ALIVE TO BELIEVE IT.  Here is what is happening. You are the

"terrain" . You have a creator given immune system that is designed to clean out toxins. If you get too many toxins or your immune system

is compromised by lack of vitamins, stress, too much exposure to damaging free radicals and you come in contact with a toxin, you could

DIE because your body cannot handle it.

So you get the "vaccine" which in and of itself is a TOXIN. Your body reacts and creates EXOSOMES which try like hell to save you from

the TOXIN. Everyone reacts in different ways because we are not only different but our current state can be determined by our life styles

and what toxins or toxic invuences we have in our lives every day. Could be electro magnetic pollution, too much roundup (aka

glyphosphate), too much alcohol, too much weed (mary jane), too much cigarette smoke, too much sugar, too little sun, too little food

with zinc, too little food with vitamin B1 (which btw causes the EXACT symptoms many people are experiencing SEE BERIBERI) A lack of

exercise, too little vitamin C...the list is ENDLESS!

And these people KNOW this. They WANT to keep pumping you full of toxins because at some point you will DIE because of it. Surely it is

part of depopulation agenda. The germ theory is bull. The terrain theory is EVERYTHING. I highly suggest everyone get a copy of the third

edition of VIRUS MANIA, Corona/COVID-19, Measles, Swine Flu, Cervical Cancer, Avian Flu, SARS, BSE, Hepatitis C, AIDS, Polio, Spanish

Flu. How the Medical Industry Continually Invents Epidemics Making Billion-Dollar ProZts At Our Expense   3rd Edition  Read it and LEARN

the truth behind the psychopathic control freak run medical profession and pharmaceutical industry. Not saying they all are, but MANY

are.
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Some bad news here but some of the best news that we have heard yet.  CHECKMATE!!  www.podbean.com/.../pb-vesdm-10c38a5
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There is hope - https/.../  has Zled for an injunction against the Sec'y of HHS, et al. Link:  americasfrontlinedoctors.org Link to PDF of Zled

document: americasfrontlinedoctors.org wp-content/uploads/2021/07/M-for-PI-Zle-stamped.pdf
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One other quick comment.  To all those trying to make medical sense of the irrational actions and statements coming out of the main

stream medical community… stop.  You must realize the overall agenda here is DEPOPULATION, not prolongation of life!  Once you’re able

to swallow and process this inconvenient truth you’ll be well on your way to unraveling the illogical and unsafe actions of governments

worldwide.  The level of deception is unprecedented and mind-numbing.  The historical trust and faith that people have in the medical

establishment, that has taken decades to build, has now been reversed and turned loose on a trusting gullible public.  Their blind faith will

lead to their destruction.  Many will never be able to make this adjustment, as it has been planned.
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It’s like all the CDC reactions are completely upside down!  I’ve had Covid and I’m tired of being treated like I don’t exist!  The idea that

EVERYONE needs this vaccine is preposterous!! As more and more people get Covid that means more and more natural immunity and yet

we are reacting like it’s March 2020, that we know nothing about the virus and only the vaccine can save us! I feel my hands are tied, what

can we do to bring to the forefront that natural immunity is very likely more effective than a vaccine and needs to be recognized as so!
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chattycathy, Zrst you need to realize this is not about a covid germ, that is just the narrative to get us all to take the jab.... so no one

cares that you have natural immunity, heck, everyone who has type O+ blood also had natural immunity and that is almost 50% of

the earth's population!  And they (CNN< FOX< BBC) used to tell us that, but quit when they saw the bigger picture ~ that they

needed to get us into a state of panic so they could coerce us into the unknown.... the jab, which is designed to kill 62% of all who

get it.... some doctor said it would be 62%, I don't remember the details of that, maybe it's on Mercola's article..? The jab will kill

your natural immunity.... so don't back down, resist.... not because of a silly virus - but because you don't want to be part of the

62%.
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Very interesting article!  My take on the names…  1.  They’re purposely complicated and almost incoherent on purpose.  This makes them

hard to remember when we’re speaking to the “informed-challenged” and makes us appear as foolish because we can’t get the name

right.  2. Could be that some of these names are either exactly as or are variants of ancient names of pagan gods.  Since these are

designed to kill and destroy it seems logical there may be a tie-in to ancient pagan sacriZce rituals.  Just ideas…
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We don't need to play their stupid word games. I will make it simple for you. Call it what it actually is - the "CRIMINALITY" vaccine

which has been granted a FAKE APPROVAL so the FAKE guy in the WH can now push it on some gullible people. The original

vaccine, which is exactly the same formulation, and which is the one that people will get jabbed with is still under EUA and ZERO

LIABILITY. The CRIMINALITY vaccine doesn't have ZERO LIABILITY, so they are trying very hard and will succeed in including it in

the mandated kids vaccines, so they will have NO LIABILITY. Currently they can be sued for damages - so guess what? This won't

be available till it gets included in the kids mandated set of vaccines. What a SCAM!
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Excellent article!!
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Is medicine brain dead? The injection diverts essential biologicals from supporting the immune system to create massive spike proteins

which clogs micro capillaries and beyond and obstructs immune system response. Stop the death spiral!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe it is.  I believe doctors have to pay off student loans, and therefore cannot afford to do anything but what they are directed

to do under the very threat of losing that license.  Case in point, doctors who have spoken their concerns aloud. :(
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coolvyakti
Joined On 7/22/2010 8:43:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Medicine was always "brain dead"...we just got fooled by their white coats. Just look at their curriculum; how can you possibly

think of awarding people a degree to practice medicine, with no knowledge of nutrition? So where does immunity come from?

pharma drugs, vaccines? So it was always brain dead; and now it is completely CORRUPT and SOLD OUT and CONTROLLED.

Hospitals follow a "protocol" to either make more $ or to kill people, which makes them even more $. Sounds not just brain dead -

but pure evil to me.
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Just as the CBC, (Central Bank Clan), used it's D.C. ownership to "wean" the rank and Zle off of clean/renewable Alcohol to run their

cars/equipment and begin using gasoline, (prohibition) Just as they used their ownership of D.C. to outlaw Hemp/Marijuana, (In the early

40's Ford introduced an automobile AND FUEL to run it from, using Hemp). One can patent neither alcohol nor a "weed" - The CBC will use

it's ownership of D.C. to force the people to embrace THEIR "cure" regardless of real, objective science. It's not "coincidence" that within a

year of their "tool" Wilson aiding them in destroying our sovereign currency via the PRIVATE Federal Reserve that we found ourselves in

WW1  literally within months. Even something as benign as storylines from Hollyweird - after the "apocalypse", the survivors are never

shown the value of distillation of grains for fuel to heat/cook/run engines... It's always "petroleum" they must be forced to depend on..
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HA!  That's awesome!   Wasn't it Henry Ford who Zgured out how to make an engine that runs off alcohol for farm engines - and

then we entered prohibition until he destroyed it?  MY GAWD!  How sick is this industry? I also remember learning about Rudolph

Diesel, the German thermal engineer who was to open a new factory for his engine - and mysteriously drowned?  Quite a time to

commit suicide, eh?  When your invention is about to be launched?  Hmm...  Again - sick industry!
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David Blume wrote "Alcohol can be a gas" and is on YouTube videos: www.youtube.com/results    He says Rockefeller engineered

prohibition so alcohol would not compete with oil.
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Joined On 8/18/2010 3:11:24 PM
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Seems the PZzer approval was for Comirnity, which isn't even out yet. If the current vaccine is still under EUA and this is a trick, this

should be added to the court cases... Some analysis of this would be helpful on whether or not PZzer was really approved or not...
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM
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Does it matter? It will kill you, no matter what.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can go to the FDA's website and read it for yourself. It clearly states the PZzer jab has been approved for everyone 16 and

older. The EUA applies to those ages 12 to 15 because of the heart invammation issues. It also has EUA for the upcoming 3rd

jab/booster shot.
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Astonished, it matters because there is no reason now for employers not to mandate it.
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jamNjim: only the corporations will be left alive and they will operate under their own premises. The police, the sheriff's oice, the

National Guard, and even the military will be compromised and/or replaced by foreign mercenaries or private armies. Worse, we

can expect a power outage for 3-7 years soon. It might be blamed on the Russians, the Chinese, or even on ET. Robotic armies,

deepfakes, and drones taking over. Not pretty is all I can say. Work/bank account will be available only for those who succumb.

Have I forgotten to tell you about food shortages and lack of potable water? Plus, with the spike protein in everyone, mass

behavior will be highly manipulated. Those, who have willingly donated their DNA through a blood test or a fraudulent CV test, will

be possible to address through 5G, hearing "voices" (even the Russians had the technology already in 1971) and/or feeling

excruciating pain, unless they obey. The test runs were done in shootings that were not faked, and the person always committed

suicide...
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So here in NJ the local news channel is reporting a rise in covid cases among kids..I wish they would reveal whether they had been given

the shot, or if their parents were recently vaccinated. Or maybe it's a scare tactic to shut up the parents who are protesting the mandatory

mask wearing for the schools. It's insane how things have become so corrupt, there is no one we can really trust for the truth anymore.
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Based on fraudulent "tests."  And the Kill Shot is not a "vaccine." Even regular vaccines have been proven to do more harm than

good, if any.
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We should crowd fund a study to analyze the effects of the vaccine on miscarriages. On the news they say covid cases in pregnant

women has spiked. If analysis of the data showed in the Zrst 13 weeks the miscarriage rate was greatly elevated by vaccinations,

they will do anything to hide this by saying the opposite. The miscarriage issue is important and should receive attention to help

discredit the vaccine...
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How do you think this kill shot is going to be discredited with the presstitutes working overtime PARROTING non-sense 24/7. This

includes NPR as well - they might as well get all their funding from Bill Gates; I don't know why they waste their time raising funds

in small amounts from the public. Mainstream media and big tech is completely sold out and that is why Dr Mercola has been

shutdown. Everyone who is speaking the truth is being silenced and de-platformed and this is happening all across the world. CDC

& FDA are manipulating each and everything that is getting exposed, including wiping records from VAERS database and/or not

recording adverse effects in the database. Vaccine approvals are being given without any testing - for e.g. the CRIMINALITY

vaccine was given an approval without no animal testing at all.
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You know they are lying because their lips are moving.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

We can be right as rain and have all the facts and statistics in our hands but the government is still in charge.  The politicians still hold all

the cards and are getting the money by requiring the shot.  If they demand we all get the shot they can make us get it.  Denying us so

many of our rights until we do will cause us all to have to get it or else. That is already happening in most of our schools to our children

and workplaces to those of us that are employees.  So, the only way, and best way to still have our freedom is to get rid of those

politicians and term limits will do it.  Would any of us believed we would withdraw and leave our own people to the Taliban? None of us

did, but government said do it so we did.  We must take action, not taking the shot by itself will not correct this, today our lives don't

matter anymore.
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Are we supposed to be slaves to the government? Do you really believe that elections make a difference? Do you think there are

fair courts in this world? The politicians are sock puppets and are replaceable. Who are pulling the strings? What did the US

taxpayer proZt after spending $2 trillion on chasing cavemen? Our lives never mattered.
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Even after the Israel happenings exposes the obvious the agenda pushes on with ZERO ACCOUNTABILITY!
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Repeated from late yesterday, this might help explain Israel's Covid problems:  www.vickr.com/.../photostream
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Easy one. Sell more "vaccine".
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Joined On 7/19/2021 5:02:00 PM
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For years every one  complained about the INDUSTRIAL MILITARY COMPLEX.  Now  we Znally realize the true villains  are  BIG GOVT  and

BIG PHARMA  and the MEDIA.
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The monsters are still also using military-grade radars to cover nine states, where birds are falling out of the sky.
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All the same and working together on the same agenda.
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Unfortunately, a lot of us were jabbed early on, trusting we were being told the entire truth. We were considered “frontline.” Having lost a

parent to a prion disease, I live with the nagging idea I will become a liability to my family. Not all who have had the vaccine are pro…and

not all who have refused are anti-vaxxers. Mercy wins over judgement in our paradigm. “Mutual Enemy Friendships” are doomed as a

government style…we have to know what we support, not just what we resist to have a country based on morality. I’ve always thought a

good diagnostic tool for emotional problems is looking at where people spend money. The same for a country. Follow the money and you

will Znd values.
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No control, no evaluation, no truth, blatant falsiZcation; all of these whisper in my ear “beware the boogie man!” I have done my utmost

damndest to stay away from Rx of any sort for so long; but now a corrupt group of ‘cha chingers’ want to make my life decision for me. If

there were to exist a crevice on this planet where there were no government and those who do not Zt my “those who need to be governed

are mankind's greatest obstacle”, I would go there. A place where people lived their lives, key word THEIR, and knew right from wrong ...

that is where I would spend my remaining days. In reality I live in just such a place; but it has been under attack by ?civilization? for at

least 82 years now. I have come to the disassociation reality that maybe I am not of the human species. My daughter once did that

hereditary test thing and said to me “dad we are not Finish, we are more neanderthal than anything else.” Well maybe that part of us has

given rise to the survival of us; but the circulating crazies everyone calls “leaders” are probably going to do their best to NAZI us from the

planet. I would prefer a return of the dinosaur.
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Joined On 5/8/2021 7:32:29 AM
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Get the TRUE FACTS - https://www.nojabforme.info  ... THE BATTLE FOR HUMANITY www.option3.co.uk/the-battle-for-humanity  ~

COVID-19 INJECTION www.option3.co.uk/covid-19-injection  ~ THE BIOLOGICAL CONTROL CIRCUIT

www.option3.co.uk/ibm-the-bill-gates-syndicate-and-eugenics-the-biolog..
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None of this ...should....come as any surprise....to Anybody who actually does their research. The mainstream populace is rushing into

being vaccinated, out of unresearched ignorance. Ignorance is not always bliss! A) Originally, the PZzer and Moderna fact sheets stated

that the genetic modiZcation "vaccines" do not so much as prevent the spread of Covid 19! Now they have been revised to say that the

genetic modiZcation shot, hereby conveniently dubbed vaccines,  "may" prevent it! See Moderna here www.fda.gov/.../download   B) It is

stated openly and plainly on Moderna's fact sheet, that myocarditis, heart muscle invammation, may result from the shot.

Smart people eh? No wonder there are so many deaths. Censored, swept under the rug, just perfectly criminal. Only murderers hide their

violent crimes! Why is the media behind this, and social media, ditto?  As for "Correlation does not equal causation" i can understand if

there may be times when symptoms can be coincidental timing. But by en large, I also believe that this phrase is used as nothing more

than a very feeble excuse to slide out of a BigPharma company taking responsibility. "There is just no clear connection to the vaccine"

yeah right. Lies, lies and more lies. Quite literally, we don't buy them.
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In March, 2012, sources disappeared from the news. That was the time when the monsters bought up 96% of the MSM.
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"Astonished", you misspelled 'mobsters'. (sarc)
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For some people, it’s not so much the known risks that have them worried as the unknown.

www.newyorker.com/science/medical-dispatch/why-the-covid-vaccines-aren..
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That's why nine out of 10 teachers suck; they prefer the know evil over the unknown. Reminds me of the old joke: "What is the

difference between teachers and pedophiles?"  "?"  "Pedophiles like children."
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Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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I believe this 'covid' thing to be a Zgment of the imagination....simple ......If a person is 'Programmed' enough......' they will get this

imaginary 'virus'  ...and billions are "Programmed" much of their waking time.. Via TV  , Internet'News"  , radio 'news' , massas of visual

'advertising' (brain washing)..a person sees the "Imaginary' illusion of' covid' in every story , book or magazine newspapers  TV,

Internet'news' on and on..24/7.  People are being Brain Trained to accept this lie as a 'fact'...over and over and over again and again

BRAINWASHING billions.....

Normally a million die annually from the common vu ...so this is a known fact..BUT now no one dies from any "Flu"  its turned MAGICALLY

into Covid 19 ... Interesting how millions also die from "medical 'mistakes' annually..or from cars accidents.millions die from murder every

year.....drug over dosed , suicides , and no newspaper or TV networks mention tham deaths ..only '"Covid19"  ........seems pretty

 stupid.and nearly 100% pure lies and brainwashing... Yes this has again proven over and over how true the "Big Lie" is and how effective

it is...........to bad thy can't  do it with World Peace and Freedom" it would be a lot nicer to handle.........
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Also of  interest is these same 'symptoms' of this imaginary "Covid-19" and   that of RF poisoning( EMF) from wireless , wiZ ,

smartmeters, cellphones , and computers , and 5G & 6G etc.  are the same ............Humm every where there is 5G the 'covid19

 symptoms' seem to be up also.... Now, how many times  does one need to step in dog or cat sh!t, before ya know you stepped in

 sh!t ??  Really....I mean is anyone gonna wake up??? Vaccine passports????   WTF??
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Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM
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Perfectly put mrrobb ... Thoughts are powerful - and the brain washing never stops with the MSM.
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mrrobb, can you provide any links  with info on ''symptoms' of.......  "Covid-19" and   that of RF poisoning( EMF) from wireless , wiZ ,

smartmeters, cellphones , and computers , and 5G & 6G etc.''
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seedsaver37.      LINKS.Sure..... RF Poisoning and the effects are well known and have been for about 100 years ..read up on

Nichola Tesla and the hundreds of worldwide inventions he patented....the US military gang  stole some of his works labelling it

'National Security' ...  emfportal.com/what-are-the-symptoms-of-5g-radiation  ~

www.drrobertyoung.com/post/the-connection-between-5g-and-the-corona-vi..  ~

www.radiationhealthrisks.com/health-symptoms-rf-radiation  ~

www.newswars.com/nih-admits-5g-can-actually-create-coronavirus-within-..    

Oh By the way..US military has a ' fun thing' thay have been using for decades  known as DEW or Direct Energy Weapons..used in

many "Minor Military Actions" to settle 'minor  problems' like killing off a few 'incidental' factors.....oh yeah.for "Peace and

Freedom".. www.nuclearweatherforecast.com/directed-energy-weapons-DEW-5G-EMP-HAAR..  ~

principia-scientiZc.com/particle-physicist-5g-is-ultimate-directed-en..  ~ www.military.com/.../directed-energy-weapons  need

more?  I have a few hundred more.. some from  www.usgov.military.navy/airforce/army/nasa.5G
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LINKS?? seedsaver...       www.defense.gov/Newsroom/Releases/Release/Article/2376743/dod-announce..  and

www.military.com/.../directed-energy-weapons  Oh and the F*ked up government wants you the Mindless Taxpayer to PAY& PAY

forEVER while they get rid of a few million goyum, for Peace&Freedom...here is more US brainwashing >>  

 www.lockheedmartin.com/.../directed-energy.html   here are the patents  ....some involving the frequencies 5G  operate at.....

 www.targetedevidence.com/directed-energy-weapons.html  
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 www.targetedevidence.com/directed-energy-weapons.html  

I have had over 60 years of watching and understanding the vast power of RF energy and the overdosing of Radio Frequencies..

But who cares?  I am Just an OldMan..on MyMountain....watching my Geese and chickens...and a few deer , cougar and bear and

lots more.... while I pull a few weeds and smile :).....thinking of how really ignorant billions are...and when the mass CULLING will

slaughter off billions  and some as they sleep...  Oh well... as they say.."Sh!t Happens"

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/26/2021 12:04:12 PM
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coolvyakti
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Agree...covid is awesome...it cured humanity from cancer!! reduced deaths from cardiac issues, diabetes, pneumonia etc etc. Only

morons buy this nonsense. CDC & WHO says we should fear this one virus...when in a handful of soil and in our bodies etc, there

are trillions of them of which we know only a handful. We have always been exposed to all kinds of microbes, and we control their

relative populations, based on what we eat, think etc. It is sheer insanity to fear just one virus, when trillions are in and around us -

how can all be benign?
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mrrob,  if you go to Swiss Policy Research you will Znd a bunch of smart Swiss folk who have done a lot of research and they found

that the death rates for countries is roughly the same year after year... no matter cause of death.
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Wee know the depop shot was created before the redeZned pandemic was declared by the criminally corrupt WHO. The solids in the

 depop shot are 99% graphene oxide which  of course is poisonous. THEY called it a trade secret when it is no secret anymore and should

not have been allowed to have any trial with graphene oxide in it. All this talk of control groups is senseless because nobody should be

allowed to be injected with graphene oxide. We were told the mRNA was to enter the cells and produce something that would later rev up

the immune system to protect us. Since it is designed as a depop shot it must be to protect us from a long, fruitful, and happy life. This

depop shot was meant to have a doomed person make spike proteins which  the body is going to want to expel through all means

available and these spike proteins can be deadly to the those without the vile vial and we have doomed mothers having to watch their

infants die before their eyes from these spike proteins.

People are too tethered to the language & narrative of the criminals in charge. THEY know the depop shot was designed to kill and most

people should know too. The EUA is a morbid joke when graphene oxide and mRNA to make spike proteins cannot possibly be a solution.

Lies tell us "no better solution".  Corona viruses and variants should be something to fear in the doomed, but not in the unjabbed. The

spike protein is something to fear for me as an unvaxxed, and my solution is to severely limit exposure. It seems to me Ivermectin is part

of the solution for lots of things including spike proteins, but Wee know that prohibition story. Get ivermectin here:

 americasfrontlinedoctors.org/treatments/how-do-i-get-covid-19-medicati..  ~  Ivermectin: From Soil to Worms, and Beyond:

 www.isglobal.org/en/healthisglobal/-/custom-blog-portlet/ivermectina-d..  ~ THEY/ Central Bankers/Globalists are trying to kill you. Wee

are ruled by treason.
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While "only" the PZzer, the MoneRNA, and the Indian Kill Shots contain mRNA (and only about 20% of them; you can see it on

VAERS that only certain batches are deadly), all the rest contain graphene oxide, including the Russian and the Chinese version.

The mRNA causes the body to produce spike proteins that randomly bond with body cells, creating "foreign body cells". At that

point, the immune system steps in and works on eliminating the damaged cells and destroys the human body in the process. In a

way, it is like Russian roulette, because the host's demise depends on the part of the body the spike proteins invaded. If it is a vital

organ, the host dies a pretty gruesome death. If not, it's still mighty inconvenient. Eventually, with "booster shots," the host ends up

dead, anyway.
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I really think education about physiology and immunity will help people to have a lot more insight and understanding. And people

must take *responsibility* (the key word) for researching things such as vaccine ingredients, whether or not the shot actually

works to reduce disease spread (said not to by the manufacturers themselves), and more. If people take that *responsibility* then

we will have a very, very different picture...society wide.

And yes, I am saying it is *irresponsible* to tout the *experimental* vaccine, not knowing the Zrst iota about immunity, vaccine

facts, ingredients, etc...and then point Zngers at the unvaccinated. Shame on the stupidity and pure evil at hand for those who

really do know, yet still continue to point the Zngers! They need to be sued and jailed. And if the courts won't do it, the people need

to form a people's court, and further there needs to be a LOT of blogging to expose the truths at hand. Use a VPN, take out a new

email address, and use a pseudonym!
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sandhill1
Joined On 12/5/2012 3:37:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Could I please see some comment on this? www.cdc.gov/.../mm7034e5-H.pdf
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sandhill1
Joined On 12/5/2012 3:37:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Could the cycle threshhold charts at the end indicate  what might be false positives - vu deaths instead?
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nanasgrands
Joined On 6/8/2011 11:55:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a question about the at home self tests.  Do they trace you if you buy these?  Will they try to track you to see if you have been

vaccinated?  I saw where Kroger sells these. Not trusting anything that sounds to good to be true. So many lies!
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Tigerpal54
Joined On 8/4/2021 9:10:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I should think that they wouldn't be actively tracing buyers.  I suppose that just about anything could be traced at some point

should "they" choose to do so.  I think that people should focus completely on their overall health.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everything is traced sweetie.
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coolvyakti
Joined On 7/22/2010 8:43:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Institutions, especially american colleges are openly discriminating against the unvaccinated students by asking them to test weekly with

a fake/inaccurate RT-PCR test, even though there is no evidence to support that vaccinated people don't transmit the virus or can get

infected. Is there a set of people opposing this? If so, pls let me know. I would like to oppose this blatant, corrupt misuse of power

exhibited by universities across USA - where they are in clear violation of 14 Amendment rights.
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Longrunner
Joined On 4/17/2021 9:36:04 AM
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Another question.  So is the delta variant really the vacc variant?
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Longrunner
Joined On 4/17/2021 9:36:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This might seem like a super dumb question, but I am wondering if a vaccinated person donates blood if any spike proteins could be

voating around in it and if so would they be screened out?
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very smart question, not dumb at all. This belongs at the top of the forum! Readers please vote this up!  My bet is that it will be

advertized as helpful and favorable. Ahhhh, but BigPharma will take a fall for its lies, and so will the government, as soon as the

receipient of the blood transfusion suffers the ill effects! Tragic, and we wish it on Nobody. But this could also cause BigPharma,

the media, the social media and the governments and WHO to take a big fall in their credibility.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.judicialwatch.org/.../new-fauci-emails
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wondered. Would it be possible for Dr. Mercola to do an article explaining in simple terms the difference between relative risk and

absolute risk and how the mainstream media and oicial channels always use relative risk to bamboozle everyone? I understand the

difference myself, but struggle to explain it in simple, everyday terms to other people when discussing the monstrous conspiracy against

us.
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DiaTrig
Joined On 2/5/2021 2:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes.  That  sentence about absolute risk reduction being greater than the absolute risk meaning the treatment  cannot ever achieve

100% success doesnt make sense to me. It has been said in a few articles so far. I still dont understand why that would be the

case. It needs to be explained not just thrown out there.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As you know, Dr. Mercola published some absolute irrigation data is close to 0%. The relative risk is the quotient between the risk

in the group with the exposure factor or risk factor and the risk in the reference group, which does not have the exposure factor.

However, the absolute risk is the probability that a subject has of suffering an event over a certain time.

Several biological obstacles continue to challenge mRNA development. vaccines, including "the extremely large mRNA size,

burden, intrinsic instability, and high susceptibility to enzyme degradation. The trials were not designed to provide evidence of the

eicacy of the vaccine for protection against asymptomatic infections. In addition to bias Reporting of results, information bias

may also have affected the COVID-19 vaccine trial results due to a misclassiZcation of SARS-CoV-2 infections as mild adverse

effects of vaccines. Unfortunately, comparing vaccines based on currently available (interim) trial data is made even more diicult

by different study protocols, including primary endpoints (such as what is considered a case of COVID-19 and when evaluated),

placebo types, study populations, background risks of COVID-19 during the study, duration of exposure, and different deZnitions of

populations for analysis both within and between studies, as well as deZnitions of endpoints and statistical methods of

effectiveness.

It is best to read the following Dr. Mercola references: In the Zrst link there is an example of the percentage of events in the

vaccine group, the experimental event rate (EER) or the risk of infection in the vaccine group (1/100 = 1%), and the percentage of

events. in the placebo group it is the control event rate (CER) or the risk of infection in the placebo group (2/100 = 2%). The

absolute risk reduction (ARR) is the disease risk difference between the placebo and vaccine groups, that is, the CER minus the

EER (2% -1% = 1%)
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In "Outcome Reporting Bias in COVID-19 mRNA Vaccine Clinical Trials" Ron Brown, Ph.D. calculates the absolute risk reduction for

PZzer’s and Moderna’s injections, based on their own clinical trial data, so that they can be compared to the relative risk reduction

reported by these companies. Here’s a summary of his Zndings: PZzer/BioNTech vaccine BNT162b2 — Relative risk reduction:

95.1%. Absolute risk reduction: 0.7% Moderna vaccine mRNA-1273 — Relative risk reduction: 94.1%. Absolute risk reduction 1.1%.

Outcome Reporting Bias in COVID-19 mRNA Vaccine Clinical Trials (oyetimes.com) www.mdpi.com/.../199  

In a July 1, 2021, commentary in The Lancet Microbe, Piero Olliaro, Els Torreele and Michel Vaillant also argue for the use of

absolute risk reduction when discussing vaccine eicacy with the public. They too went through the calculations, coming up with

the following: PZzer/BioNTech — Relative risk reduction: 95%. Absolute risk reduction: 0.84%. Moderna — Relative risk reduction:

94%. Absolute risk reduction: 1.2%. Gamaleya (Sputnic V) — Relative risk reduction: 91%. Absolute risk reduction: 0.93%. Johnson

& Johnson — Relative risk reduction: 67%. Absolute risk reduction: 1.2%. AstraZeneca/Oxford — Relative risk reduction: 67%.

Absolute risk reduction: 1.3%. COVID-19 vaccine eicacy and effectiveness—the elephant (not) in the room - The Lancet Microbe.

linkinghub.elsevier.com/.../S2666524721000690  40% of Patients With Weakened Immune System Mount Lower Response to

Vaccines childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/patients-weakened-immune-system-lo..
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Time to stop counting sheep. The Kill Shots will kill you, no matter what. Even the ones that don't contain mRNA are full of

graphene oxide. Other than that, those who are getting the injections are playing Russian roulette, because for the time being, only

about 20% of the jabs contain the real killing stuff. (You can see in on VAERS that only speciZc batches result in deaths/injuries.)

But don't worry, "boosters" are coming up and one day, your luck will run out!
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olushola
Joined On 2/9/2010 4:59:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

realfoodchannel.com/smoke-and-mirrors-to-mislead-the-public  is a video that discusses the matter
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Astonished, how do you get the number of 20% of people getting the killer stuff? I know VAERS has only some lots represented,

but how do you Zgure that small number?
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DebbieW: It is a Zgure based on the "booster" shots and, of course, the genocide must look genuine as "Covid" and it must be

slow...
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Healthbuf
Joined On 11/28/2018 1:55:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A groundbreaking preprint paper by the prestigious Oxford University Clinical Research Group, published Aug. 10 in The Lancet, includes

alarming Zndings devastating to the COVID vaccine rollout. The study found vaccinated individuals carry 251 times the load of COVID-19

viruses in their nostrils compared to the unvaccinated. Is this true??
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Healthbuf, Mercola reported on this a couple of days ago.  It was still there this morning.
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NaplesDan
Joined On 11/14/2018 9:10:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Dr. McCullough wrote an article on the Oxford paper at the Children’s Defense Fund site.
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coolvyakti
Joined On 7/22/2010 8:43:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everyone on this site should know by now that when you get jabbed, you become a "factory" for producing spike proteins that

travel all over your body, causing clots. There are also known cases where jabbed people shed these toxic spike proteins and kids

in their family get affected by these toxins. The intentions of all the players in this racket are EVIL - therefore no good can come of

any/all attempts being made. More truths will come out as we go along, shocking the world of the evil that has thrived on this

planet for all this while.
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OhioNana
Joined On 5/18/2015 6:13:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can someone recommend a good nebulizer? I know the plug in ones are stronger and Dr M recommends the face mask. Thank you
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oceansplash
Joined On 12/25/2011 9:43:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola recommended the Pari Vios tabletop (not the hand held).
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I got the Trek S portable - www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07CJQ6QCT/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o03_s0..  - works well.
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chrste
Joined On 1/21/2012 1:25:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Could someone help me understand?  I did not want the vaccine so in the spring of this year right before the vaccine was available to my

age group, I had my dr order antibody testing. I was positive for IgG.  I did not get the vaccine.  But I do not recall being sick or having

covid.  My husband was not feeling well around Dec 2020, lost sense of taste for about 6 hours, and tested negative and went on with life.

He is not vaccinated either but I have not been able to get him to do the antibody test.  My dr told me I should retest again.  I did so last

week and my bloodwork came back Negative.  I no longer have antibodies.  My mom has been trying to get me to get the vaccine.  She is

late 70's and got it early and had no issues so far.  I'm so on the fence about this. I really did not expect that my results would be negative.

 Could the spring test have been wrong? Or is it normal for the IgG to go away?  Should I assume I still have T cells?  I know someone my

age in the hospital right now on a vent and although she had health issue in the past, I am very frightened. Suggestions?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You may want to check out the website for T-detect, its an EUA test released last April, 2021, price includes a blood draw. You do

not need a doctor to order it.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

chrste - go to www.t-detect.com   you can get a t-cell test to determine if you have immunity
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no CV; you got sick when the monsters installed the 5G towers. Radiation poisoning has the same symptoms as the

imaginary disease.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

chrste, As rrealrose stated, do the T-test. Labcorp has all you need to make this happen. Just register/setup an account on their

website and order what you want/need. They have thousands of locations across the USA. You can usually do same day online

appointments and labwork. You are in and out in under 15 minutes usually. They usually have your results within 24 hours. No

doctors, no referrals, and no insurance required!! Just walk away from the medical system!
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My understanding is that the T-detect tests will fail to detect previous infection after a certain amount of time, similar to the

antibody tests. So, for example, if I had it back in December of 2019 then the test would not detect that. Can anyone verify this?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Goodhands, Check out their website, there's a customer portal with loads of free info about how long after your event, so to speak.
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njorogem
Joined On 12/8/2010 9:11:32 AM
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just wondering: is it not possible for those vaccinated to also have natural immunity? To produce antibodies targeting all proteins of the

virus and memory T cells? Does vaccination immobilize one's natural immunity activity?
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Hi njorogem. True immunity is that achieved by natural immune responses. The results are evidencedp, This report is interesting to

read: COVID-19 NATURAL IMMUNITY VS VACCINE INDUCED IMMUNITY GUIDE

greatgameindia.com/natural-immunity-vs-vaccine/#The_vaccine_immunity_p..  

An example of the report: “Recent CDC data found that 74% of those who tested positive for Covid-19 in a Massachusetts analysis

had been fully-vaccinated. Equally as troubling for those advocating vaccination-for-all: four out of Zve people hospitalized with

Covid were fully-vaccinated. And CDC said “viral load” — indicating how able the human host is to spread Covid-19 — is about the

same among the vaccinated and unvaccinated. Contrary to the infamous misinformation by CDC Director Rochelle Walensky last

May, vaccinated people can— and are— spreading Covid.! CDC oicials later corrected Walensky’s false claim: The CDC walked

back comments from its director suggesting that vaccinated people couldn't 'carry the virus'

www.businessinsider.com/cdc-vaccination-comments-director-rochelle-wal..
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM
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The problem with the Kill Shots is that they mess up the balance of the immune system; the recipients lose immunity against just

about everything, except for the imaginary disease, for which "protection" is "enhanced."
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ds29739
Joined On 3/3/2021 5:05:30 AM
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Dr. Mercola, can you investigate how long the mRna technology has been studied and the results of those initial studies? Thanks
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lfetter61gmail.com
Joined On 6/28/2021 8:36:36 AM
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Why don't you do it yourself, there is plenty of data available. Stop relying on other people.
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julie012
Joined On 2/10/2012 1:01:20 PM
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I think you should limit Israeli satistics on just those that were vacinated with PZzer... or  elimate all the toher vacines that were not used

in the US.... I am very suspicious of the Israli vaccines.... vs those used in the US.... Can you get stats based on data from the US.  That

would be more accurate.
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MiguelHealth
Joined On 8/11/2021 2:32:32 PM
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What can I do if I had COVID and then got the PZzer vaccine? They needed it for my work. What do you recommend for the future?

Vitamins? Advice? Will I still be able to have natural immunity? Help!
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coolvyakti
Joined On 7/22/2010 8:43:39 PM
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Put in a religious exemption and/or look for another job. Without health - you have no job anyways. Go to "thehealthyamerican.org"

- you will Znd helpful resources on that site.
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PowerlifterX
Joined On 3/28/2016 10:16:43 PM
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Still waiting for an answer to a question I have posted several times. Have there been any real studies or information as to whether the

vaccination actually reduces the severity of the symptoms and/or death versus not getting vaccinated. This is continually claimed and yet

unless I have missed it I have not seen an answer on this site or elsewhere as to the validity of this claim.
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In fact, just the opposite: doi.org/.../m9.Zgshare.13550030   this study based on Argentine govt results: 9 out of 10 COVID deaths

were vaxxed doi.org/.../m9.Zgshare.15121989
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VAERS was meant to capture all deaths and adverse reactions. People searching through that database, have found records

removed or manipulated. They stopped capturing adverse reactions that don't result in deaths or hospitalization. Also read

somewhere that VAERS is just one such database amongst many others, which are not exposed to the public. Yes, I understand

you are wanting to make a sound statement based on "data" - but hey, "garbage in - garbage out" - you can't make any sense when

data is muddled on purpose.

The only thing you can say with certainty, is that all players in this game, from CDC (with fancy uniforms), Fauci, Gates, Pharma

companies, politicians, media and big corporations have a HUGE convict of interest in this plandemic. Therefore any and every

action of theirs is TAINTED, including approval for the CRIMINALITY vaccine, with no animal testing and releasing 2 letters on the

same day, to confuse people as well as making fake claims that PZzer kill shot now has FDA approval. Even FDA approval is a total

joke even in case of regular drugs (which at least submit some test data) - for vaccines, injected directly into your bloodstream -

"hey, we don't need any testing for them - do we ?". If an approval authority (FDA) does no independent testing - all approvals are

FAKE or at best at face value. No wonder 50% of the regular drugs approved are withdrawn within 5 years - that is a little racket

with pharma companies, so they can make their billions in 5 years, then pay Znes of a few million in an out of court settlement,

claiming "we did no wrong".
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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I guess you don't read any of my post? I give numbers, references, and links that answer your question almost everyday. I take a

break on the weekends. Monday-Friday I'm on Zre and I'm providing links to back up my rants from credible sources. I rarely

discredit Dr. Mercola. He is the only person I know who represents us.
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Kevin131
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First off, the tests are useless, the hospitals are creating fraudulent statistics based on fraudulent methods and fraudulent

instruments, the media is full of ***, the government is full of ***, the academics predict a 60-70% sterilization rate via Sir John

Bells Freudian slip. Hello. It's a fucking bioweapon, not a vaccine. Off course the people getting it are going to get sick and die

primarily of vascular damage. Covid is a fucking lie...
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One request to the newsletter editors for the Sources and References section: Could the actual webaddress of each hyperlink be added

between brackets? Because articles are removed after 48 hours I tend to print most of them together with the sources and references,

but it makes it much harder and sometimes impossible to Znd those sources in case I want to visit them. Keep up the good work, don't let

the opposition discourage you, and you're not alone.
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Worldgonemad
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I admire Dr. Mercola for honoring his hippocratic oath and being of service to others in such a big way but I must be missing

something...Since there is zero evidence that Rona's ever been isolated (puriZed, characterized, photographed etc) and the PCR test is a

well-known sham, for me everything else is mute. Clearly a smokescreen/diversion for a most evil agenda whose unintended silver lining

is that more are waking up from their slumber. I'm Znding it harder and harder to read articles such as these that present counter

argument for whatever made-up nonsense data or study the CDC etc comes out with.
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Dear lovers of Health - yes all the emf stuff being dangerous to our health is correct, but that pales in comparison to why EMFs are so

important! the covid jabs/graphene oxide are vitally dependent to a worldwide rollout of wireless as the command and control system for

controlling / enumerating / deleting us poor humans. People dying  and getting terminal illnesses from emfs - us/bad, OWO/good. Gotta

get milliions/billions of those pesky air and resource suckers off the planet (us) so there is more for them as well as trimming those

retirement rolls.  So, get your priorities in order because famine and war are coming. Stock up on water and consumables and don't forget

to get your spiritual life in order because God is a major play in this game!
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A little off topic but... I am really missing the wealth of Dr. Mercola's articles that are now unavailable to us. They were my go to "bible" for

all my health related questions. It's sinful to not be allowed access because our own government now censors our free speech. Vaccine

issues are very important but free speech tops it all in my book! I say this because we're not forced yet to vaccinate but our freedom of

speech has been already been taken.
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And doesn't it completely violate OUR FIRST AMENDMENT RIGHTS? I know a senator was asking why people who are injured by

the vaccine cannot share their stories.  That is also a TOTAL VIOLATION OF AMERICAN RIGHTS... I am so disappointed right now

in Fauci, in Biden, in the very people WE HIRED TO GOVERN OUR COUNTRY.

I've always been upset that I have to do so much footwork (reading labels to keep poisons from my family) and learning about

nutrition and keeping away from 'well' visits for my children because of the bullying that went on...  that I have to pay more for

"healthy" food - and do I really know what I'm paying for is not GMO, is not organic?  Nope.  Unless I grow it myself, I'll never know.

We can't even win at getting them to take out Fluoride from our water (it was not long ago I learned it weakens our bones) ... But to

think - we know mercury is very bad for us, yet it was (and I think thimerosal is still in vu vaccines) used to Zll cavaties. My old

professor used to to a magic trick.  He broke all the thermometers on his grandpa's farm - collected all the mercury in a bowl - and

then would turn a penny into a nickel - and then suck the mercury off to turn it back into a penny.   He was surprised no one he

showed the magic to didn't say, "Hey son, maybe you ought not do that."  But no.  Alas, he lost all this teeth.   It's so crazy - isn't it?

 Navigating these waters.
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I agree - Let's call and email all our local and federal oicials (especially elected ones in Congress) to voice our concerns about

this censorship against Mercola.  If they get phone calls and emails from us from around the country, then they know there are

many more people who feel the same.  They typically multiply by 10 or more the number of these outreach messages from the

public.  So let's start calling and writing!  That's the way to get our voices heard and protect access to information about holistic

medicine.
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How can anyone be veriZed to have SARS. Covid is only the name of the set of symptoms that also covers numerous diseases. The PCR

does not detect viruses. It only replicates whatever was put into the PCR. That includes all microbes, tissue culture, and anything else

that was collected in the sample . And nothing in that replication can be separated or identiZed as to its origin.  So why is this article

referring to this postulated virus as though it is real?
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As if the antichrist truth-haters & deluded gave a vip about truth or had a clue what liberty & life truly were.  They will live in denial &

struggle against the truth until they face it & split the Hell they denied (but temporally created for the suffering of others) wide open.  For

they are deserving.  Those who know the Word, the way, the truth & the life suffer here sacriZcially & temporarily, warning those who

haven't utterly hardened the conscience given them as persons created in the image of God with body, soul & spirit by pointing them to

truth & the unchanging, preserved words of the unchanging & holy, highest living Creator, Savior God,  and the unwavering Judge of all

who reject his mercy & provision for them, without preference & not moved or deceived by propaganda.  

The one who is angry with the wicked everyday & whose wrath does not sleep.  As the days of Lot & Noe, the presuming & proud live life

on the edge & cusp of judgment.  They 'win' the eternal booby prize of the living death of the twice dead, twice damned of their own

choice to turn from the truth.  Eternity in the Hell created for that Zrst liar & his angels/'aliens'/lying, seducing & Zlthy, murderous

spirits...those worms, & where their own worm will never die, nor the Zre be quenched.  Matthew 25:41, Mark 9 & Genesis 3 KJB.  

So much for the occulted 'mighty', the sold out, prostituted servants of the depersonalized, linked-in Serpent, the Dragon, Leviathan who

barring repentance & choosing to suffer with the servants of God for a season, will receive the fruit of their own doings & the lie forever.

 Those who look upon them will be astonished as written, at the pathetic nature of what deceives the world & how vain &worthless,

despicable that it truly is.  Isaiah 14 & 66; John 1,3, 8 & 10; 1 Corinthians 15; 2 Peter 2&3; Jude; Revelation 6-20 KJB.  For the saint,

absent from the body, present with the Lord; now through a glass darkly, then face to face.
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Sorry your wrong. My niece is a respiratory therapist in a very large hospital in NJ. The unvaccinated are on respirators. Yes the

vaccinated are getting the virus but they are Zne, only way they know they have the virus is because they have mandatory testing. She has

watched people die alone. She has been with them when they died without family members. She is only 24 and has seen so much death

the past year and a half. You want to chance it go ahead. But I'm 60, have asthma. I'm overweight, I have an autoimmune disease. I got

the shot. I don't want to take my chances and die alone on a vent. Sure natural immunity is always best, but we aren't talking about

chicken pox. Sure most will be Zne, but if you are older and have other medical issues, the odds are not in favor that you will be Zne.

My chiropractor who is all about healthy eating, uses essential oils is very healthy, got Covid. She is still suffering from Covid brain fog

months later. Her energy is slowly coming back, but she can't work the hours she did. 6 months ago she recovered from Covid and is still

suffering.  She said she has never been so sick in her life (she's early 50's). She is going to get her antibodies tested. If she has none for

Covid, she will get the shot. She will not go through that horror again.
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I am sorry Lfetter61gmail.com, that kind of suffering is not worth making others give up bodily autonomy and constitutional rights.

 If you're overweight because you did not take care of yourself for a part of your life, or if you're parents didn't, or if you're elderly, or

if you were born with an autoimmune disorder or have one due to other vaccines given at birth, then by all means take care of

yourself and you still might die, but stop forcing your problems on others.  Brain fog?  If that were the worst of my problems, I

would be ecstatic.  Do you remember when sickness used to be a normal part of life?  We'd get sick for 3-5 days and our mothers

would take care of us while we fevered in bed and we'd get over it and be Zne.  Now people are ranting and raving about having any

downtime at all and for having brain fog.  This after also knowing that people are dying from this disease!  Your daughter does not

actually know what horror is and that is part of the problem.
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The ventilators are a death sentence. Once they put someone on one and drug them, they die. Not much hope if you’re put on a

ventilator
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www.fda.gov/.../download  It is stated on the vaccine manufacturer's handouts, and by the CDC and FDA, that in many cases this

vu can be mild, that people with medical vulnerabilities develop severe disease. This is true of any illness. I believe (I am not a

doctor) that medicine is interactive. It is not that VIRUS=DANGEROUS it is, VIRUS PLUS IMMUNE STATUS = FORESEEABLE

OUTCOMES, as best I understand it.

That is a very different equation. Everybody has to make an intelligent and medically supervised decision re their own medical

vulnerabilities. We have been "sold" on the penultimate worst outcomes with this disease. The media is hyping the ICU cases. That

is a cognitive distortion intended to scare Everybody. It can happen, but is not the whole picture. The whole picture as best I

understand it, is as above... the chiropractor may know something about essential oils, but may not know about balanced

formulating to properly support the immune system and to bind a virus. This requires naturopathic education, knowledge and skill,

all three.

Dr Succharidt Bhakdi, Germany's top microbiologist/researcher, Dr Michael Yeadon who was PZzer's top doctor, Dolores Cahill

immunologist/biologist from Ireland who used to develop drugs for the EU, and many others all agree, that the Covid19 vaccines

are "very dangerous" in Dr Bhakdi's works. The autommunity resulting from the shots, according to these highly credible doctors

and many who agree with them, is dangerous enough to cause death once exposed to the live virus post-vaccine. one doctor

mentioned a study on monkeys who had blood/pus in their lungs, but BigPHarma shortened the study to exclude that development

and the FDA, in BIgpharma's pockets, nodded and agreed. This is not unusual. I know a medical researcher who has disclosed the

FDA/BigPharma joint fraud, and my late father quit pharmaceutical sales when he discovered the tweaked studies. Research,

consult doctor, decide for your own vulnerability
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Your niece needs to see things more clearly, I've talked to and been in 4 hospitals in the last year and what I hear is not what your

niece sees, she should see this nurse telling the truth, or if you can't stand to see it, here is a bit of it in writting:  "“I’ve seen 32

elderly people pass away immediately after taking the Moderna vaccine,” Abrien Aguirre told Hawaii Free Speech News. “None of

that is being talked about on the news. It doesn’t Zt their narrative.” Aguirre, who said that he works with the geriatric population in

the largest skilled nursing facility in Oahu, said the major media is misrepresenting what is happening with hospitalized Covid

patients.

“The people moved to the Covid unit, didn’t have Covid. They tested positive with the PCR test, but most of them were

asymptomatic and only suffering from their pre-existing conditions,” Aguirre said, adding that people with terminal illnesses were

put on the Covid death lists, which he says is “complete fraud.” Aguirre said that he worked as a “Director of Rehab” in one skilled

nursing facility for 5 months, and he saw where the billing department would have his therapist change medical diagnosis codes

from things like pulmonary disorder to Covid because of higher reimbursements. He said this even happened with cases that were

not only asymptomatic, but sometimes they did not even have a positive PCR test result for Covid. “It’s just fraud on every level,” he

said.

Aguirre said he has reached out to politicians, including the governor, in Hawaii to expose the fraud, but none have responded. His

last advice in the interview: “My advice to people: if your elderly are sick, your grandmother, your great grandmother, your mom,

don’t send them to a skilled nursing facility. They’re not going to receive adequate care. Treatment is going to be withheld from

them. They’re going to be forced to wear a mask all day, and social distance. They’re going to become depressed and want to

commit suicide."
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This article gives a full perspective on this issue: www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2021/08/20/1029628471/highly-vaccina..
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There's a major vaw in these theories that are blaming the breakthrough infections on the delta variant and the vaccine waning.

Delta Variant was discovered in India around Sep. 7th 2020. They were seeing a major spike in cases before they discovered the

Delta variant. So it had probably been there for weeks prior to Sep 7th. While their "cases" were going up the death rate was

remaining low or even dropping. That makes sense because Delta is supposed to be more infectious and less deadly. Their

numbers continued to decline until March 2021 where suddenly their infection and death rates went through the roof. What

happened in March? India started their vaccine campaign!

Today, 6 months later, India's daily "New Case" numbers still have not dropped back down to the Pre-Vaccination rollout day. Same

goes for Israel. Same goes for the USA. You can to the WORLDOMETERS coronavirus statistics website and look at the graphs for

the "NEW DAILY" cases and it is tit-for-tat with every country's infection rates, death rates, and the day they started vaccinating. It's

like watching Phil Collins hitting the snooze button on his alarm clock in the movie "GROUND HOG DAY".

Here's the most Ludacris part: Do you really think it took the Delta variant 11 months to get from India to Israel?? IT HAS BEEN

THERE!! It's just a convenient escape goat for these failing vaccines. It's a prop that buys them more time to ba�e you with more

BS!! What's even more ba�ing???Israel's solution for these failing vaccines is to get a 3rd jab of the same vaccine that the Zrst 2

jabs failed to work. That's like jumping off a rooftop and breaking both legs and going back and doing it again 2 more times to test

the laws of physics because physics must be wrong!
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Yeah, the assumption of the article is that 1) these vacn gene therapy shots actually work to "sterilize" the virus - NOT! and 2) the

waning immunity is slow, whereas I read somewhere recently that after 6 months, people who took the shot have less immunity

than those who remained unvaxxed. The person you want to listen to is Dr McCullough here:

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rfk-jr-podcast-dr-peter-mccullough..
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Did anyone isolate the SARS-COV-2 virus so far? I remember that in countries like Ireland, people who demanded proof of this virus

were told there is no proof. No one has done Koch's or River's postulates to prove causation. So all the so called scientists and

researchers are willing to accept this "novelle" virus on "face value" or they are being controlled by licenses and budgets to keep

appreciating the "emperors new clothes"? When have we ever needed a vaccine full of junk when the recovery rate is over 99%? I

would always be willing to take the 1% chance - because my mother, took a much bigger chance to get me to this world.
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www.forbes.com/sites/roberthart/2021/08/25/vaccine-protection-wanes-wi..
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I don't know if the Israel claim made by Dr Mercola is right. I have been and still is a strong fan of Dr Mercola. I've learnt so much from

this site and I'm a premium member. However, I don't agree with the vaccine claims and here is why. Majority of people in Israel are

vaccinated. You can't claim that vaccinated people are, say double the chance of infection because 7 out of 10 people infected are

vaccinated. The number needs to be scaled by number of people in the pool. Eg. if 90% of ppl are vaccinated, and 7 out of 10 infected are

in vaxxed group, chance of infections: for vax group = 7 ÷ 90 = ~8% and for unvax group = 3 ÷ 10 = 30% .. Above are made up numbers to

show how the statistics should be done. But you get the idea.
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Lol, that's horrible math... You must be a "teacher" or summat... Talk about a bullshit useless formula of fraud... Use the pool of

sick people, not the pool of unsick... and besides, you have no idea who's in the control group, or what the comorbidity of the vax vs

unvaxxed even are, their ages, etc. it's a pointless exercise only the media would try their hands at..
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Larkspur322yandex.com
Joined On 4/1/2021 11:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there any where these articles are being archived? I hate that he's deleting them...

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/26/2021 3:22:06 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Save save save! I wish I had saved every article since 2004. Lesson Learned! We are now COMMUNIST!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/26/2021 8:51:23 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lies prevail in the terminology and the “science” applied: (1.) These are not vaccines. (2.) These are not “genetic therapy”; these are

genetic manipulation used in a bioweapon. Graphene oxide is the OS and mRNA is the program. (3.) Herd immunity is a myth; one of the

usual medical myths that go obsolete every few years. (4.) These are not experimental injections; they have been obviously developed

20-25 years ago and the outcome (genocide) is predictable. (5.) The lockdowns and the insane payouts, from the very beginning,

obviously targeted small and medium-sized businesses and murdering people in hospitals. Jobs and goods will be available only through

multinational corporations that can, and will, mandate whatever they want to. (6.) It is also misleading to focus on miracle medications

for what is, in fact, graphene oxide, 5G, and military radar poisoning. (7.) The Miracle cures, in the long run, are just as effective as peeing

on a house Zre. Even after the invammation is stopped, heart and lung tissues do not regenerate and the bioweapon acts in a recursive

manner: it keeps coming back cyclically with a vengeance until the host is killed. (8.) #6 and #7 also give false hope and fake

empowerment against this combination of weapons, thus soothing a population that otherwise might revolt. (9) There is no virus; no

virus has EVER been isolated! Viral theory is a hoax in order to make money and maintain control, not unlike the fake "pandemic." This

time, it’s genocide, too. (10) Why would it be mandatory to take a jab, when the manufacturers are exempt from liability? (11) The myth of

infectious diseases has never been proven. In 1918, they desperately tried to “infect” volunteers with the “virus” to no avail. If “infectious

diseases” are dangerous, how come doctors and nurses at corresponding hospital wards are not dropping like vies?

archive.org/details/virus-mania-how-the-medical-industry-continually-i..
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Astonished,  Also to add to your correct appraisal, if this is so catching why are the Taliban who don't practice mask wearing on the

men or social distancing not getting Covid?  Maybe we need to send some of our scientist over there to explain they are

endangering themselves! LOL

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/26/2021 9:28:14 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

sopricon: That's a good one! :) Of course, the imaginary "virus" is so smart that when violent criminals released from prison on

condition to wreak havoc, there is no spread of the "virus," either! And the virus know it can travel 179cms, but not 180! Sometimes

it cannot travel at all, sometimes a single muzzle can stop it, but sometimes one needs two!
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So what can I do to stay healthy?
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coolvyakti
Joined On 7/22/2010 8:43:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agree 100%...even if someone knew nothing about science etc - just the one single fact of ZERO LIABILITY for jabs, should be a

huge RED FLAG for people. And the "herd immunity" part always gets me - all the morons Zst get their jabs because they can't think

for themselves, then they feel very righteous that "they are doing this for others" (NOT), then they try to rope in others, touting "herd

immunity" - because after getting the shots, they are still scared, that actually they may not really work. So they go around

PARROTING the "herd immunity" - whining about it to others, so they can come "bail them out". I don't see why these morons, want

others to bail them out?

Hey your body - your choice...you made a bad choice, bear the consequences. Otherwise, you shouldn't have gotten jabbed.

Hospitals and doctors are just killing people, following some prescribed "protocol" for death and making more $$. My trust on

average doctors is less than zero now. All they do is waste time, selling vaccines..."Oh, when was the last time you got a tetanus

shot? " - "how about your vu shots?" - Hey moron, how about asking me whether I eat fruits and vegetables?
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coolvyakti
Joined On 7/22/2010 8:43:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh yeah, someone commented on this "smart" virus...I completely agree. It is so smart, that it knows it shouldn't get out of your

body when you are eating food. Then it knows it should get out during the night between, 10 pm to 8 am, while you stay safe

indoors. It somehow knows when you wear a mask...and then it is a bit dumb, that it knows the cloth mask is several 100 times, its

size, it still manages to get caught up on the boundaries - like dumb mosquitoes hitting the chain link fence meant to keep them

out. It also can distinguish your own family from others - just like your pet.
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